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Statistics Dep.'t. Behind In
Installing 18 IBM Computers
BELAYS DUE TO BIDDING, SHIPPING
Barudt College, CUNY
Gear .Up For .
Elections
By Marcelo Triunfo
By Joe Spasiano
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There was some controversy con-
cerning Article Twelve: Voting
Rights. As it stands now, it pro-
vides for the extension of voting
rights to lecturers holding Cer-
tificates of Continuous Employ-
ment, but not to tenured College
Lab Technicians.
Storer explained that a referen-
dum was conducted a few years ago
to provide this, but not enough
students voted in the election. As a
result, President Joel Segall would
not pass it. "Between then and
now, the professors in the natural
sciences department did quite a bit
of talking against it," Storer said.
As a result, the motion was
defeated at the February 23 meeting
of the Faculty Senate. Storer said
he understood the lab technicians'
Continued on Page 7
take the time to read through this."
Storer added that the Faculty
Senate sent out copies of the char-
ter to all faculty members, but that
he has not heard "peep one" about
it.
NOI'IDaII W. Storer
By Ivan Ontron
All.... Mubtlaa Caner eolllereace. See PI. 5
Students and FacuIty to
Decide Gov. Charter's Fate
ELECTIONS TO BE HELD APR. 11
Elections to pass the revised
Baruch College Governance Char-
ter will take place Wednesday,
April 11 during day classes at 10:30
a.m. and evening classes, 6:30 p.m,
In addition, voting booths wiD,be
set up for students who somehow
miss the in-class elections.
The Governance Charter is the
docume~thich sets guidelines for
the aca .c organization of the
college, _its acuity and its students.
, "Wethink that it~smostUkely to
have the Most amount of sections,"
said NormaD' W. Storer, professor
CENTERFOLD: RELIGION
MehIaE. Lowe
if additional funding does not be-
come available.
Among the programs Lowe
would like to see implemented, he
feels the University-wide ~om­
budsman is the most important.
"There are only so many problems
that we can take care of with our
present staff level. People are over-
worked already. " The ombudsman
program would represent students
in problems with faculty and ad-
ministration that could not be
resolved at the college level. Lowe
would also like to expand USS lob-
bying efforts by starting
Washington and New York City
legislative programs similar to the
internship-based program at the
State Legislature in Albany.
The CUNY Board of Trustees, of
Continued on Page 7
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USS Seeks 50 C Fee Increase
To Expand Student Services
By Steven Appenzeller
The statistics department is
almost two months behind in their
installation of 18 IBM XT personal
computers, some of which were
received in November, according to
Lloyd H. Rosenberg, the statistics
department chairperson.
The University Student Senate
(USS) has announced its intention
to seek an increase in the CUNY-
wide activity fee which funds the
organization. If approved, this
would be the first increase since
1978 when the Board of Trustees
established the fee.
Presently, the fee is 5()¢ per
semester and the proposal, if ac-
cepted, would raise it to $1 per
semester. USS officers say that this
is less than the $1.50 per semester
for similar organizations such as
the Student Association of the
State University of New York.
The present fee generates
$173,000 per year, which Mickey
Revenaugh, Communications
Director of the USS, says, "is not
enough for our present needs and
precludes expansion of our ser-
vices." She added, "since the. fee
was originated in 1978, inflation
has eroded our ability to maintain
services. "
Melvin E. Lowe, Chairperson of
the USS, said, '~After June, if we .
don't get this fee increase, I don't
know what we'll do." He explained
that the current fee doesn't buy
what it once did and there are less
students in the CUNY system than
when the fee was initiated. In addi-
tion, his ideas for expanding ser-
vices would have to be abandoned
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DIALECTICS
Computer Capers
Boring But Vital Election
The United States is now a feudal society
going under the guise of democracy. In
1992 it looks like the front runners for the
presidency will be James Watt, a
Republican, and Lyndon LaRouche, a
Democrat. The rest of this story is history
repeated.
this as the first nuclear freeze.
By now, the reader is a bit puzzled, for he
or she. was probably expecting a typical
liberal plea ior unilateral disarmament. On
the other hand, my own proposal is a bit
more realistic, in the light of Soviet duplici-
ty, since it would enable us to make drastic
cuts in our strategic forces and still main-
tain an adequate deterrent. My own pro-
posal is simply this: our land-based missiles
are vulnerable and at the same time redun-
dant strategically. In other words, our land-
based missiles are a millstone around the
neck of the United States. Thus, I propose
that the United States eliminate its force of
ICBM's and rely solely on the Trident, the
B-1 bomber, and the yet-to-be-produced
Stealth bomber. Unlike our older Poseidon
missiles, the new Trident submarine is much
more accurate, for its missiles can strike at
military targets in the Soviet Union.
The Trident itself is equipped with 16
missiles each armed with 8 warheads. Each
missile has a range of 4,600 Miles, while the
submarine itself has a maximum speed of 35
miles per hour. Accordingly, this submarine
will be able to remain on patrol longer than
the Poseidon. But most importantly, the
missiles require only 15 minutes preparation
for firing and will be able to land within a
few hundred yards from a target. With this
submarine. the B-1. and the Stealth to
compensate for the strength of Soviet air
defenses, we will have a credible deterrent.
As to the vulnerability of the Trident, all
one needs to know is that the Soviets have
never found a U.S. submarine. In other
words, the Soviets couldn't find codfish in
the Atlantic. Our Trident is much quieter
than any Soviet submarine, and our anti-
submarine warfare technology is second to
none. We can find their submarines but
they can't find ours. Of course, this part of
the United States Navy must be expanded in
order to defend our submarines from any
future threat.
Again I must state that we can still
elilRiaate-GUf'--IGBM!s-,aRd--ECl¥,-QR-·tAe-.~
derrt, and manned bomber. The -new B-1
and later the Stealth - a bomber designed
to penetrate Soviet air space - will correct
the imbalance vis-a-vis Soviet air defenses.
As to any objections, my opponents wiJl
charge that my proposal is a disguise for a
first strike. However, I realize the idea that
one cannot destroy Soviet missiles without
doing the same to their population when
blast, heat, and radiation will kill millions.
As for the Soviets, through their actions
they have shown us that SALT I and SALT
II represent an effort to cut the arsenal of
the United States while the U.S.S.R. builds
more missiles. The best we can do is show
the Soviets that their efforts at achieving
superiority are futile. Although we need not
give the Soviets concession after conces-
sion, the U.S. need not continue to build
more missiles than necessary to defend our-
selves.
Know ye, all readers:
Opinions expressed in
this section are not
necessarily those of The
Ticker. Responses will be
printed as letters to tbe
Editors. Original articles
will be printed at the discre-
tion of tbe Dialectics
Editor.
By Fred Guatelli
u.S. Should 'Cut First
At the same time, the Communist Party,
headed by an idealistic group of middle-
class youth horrified by what they see as
rampant poverty and illiteracy among the
poor, is growing. The administration is
waging a war at home to wipe out this
threat.
Leaders of militant groups have been ar-
rested and incarcerated on Staten Island, a
federal prison colony surrounded by elec-
tric fences and the national guard. In addi-
tion, many black and Jewish leaders have
disappeared. It is believed that the ad-
ministration has caused the disappearances,
but no one can prove it.
Laughingly, many of these missing
"liberals," considered by the administra-
tion to be "leftist" and therefore "com-
munist," were not communist at all. But,
paranoia set in. Jews and blacks were con-
sidered threats to democracy because both
groups had a tendency to "liberalism." As
part of the campaign against communism,
the CIA managed to tum the blacks and
Jews against each other through carefully
placed propaganda that touched the weak
spots of both groups. This caused both
groups to focus in on each other rather than
on the administration. All minority groups
now live in segregated societies.
A few weeks ago, Walter Mondale was
attacking Gary Hart for Hart's delay in em-
bracing the nuclear. freeze. It was a most
humorous situation, for it had the ring of
one loanshark condemning another for
usury. But why should the Democrats have
all the fun? Why can't conservatives come
out for a freeze? Better 'Yet, why not go for
something even bolder. "Hah, you say,
Conservatives want to blow up the world
into a trillion radioactive pieces." If you
believe this, you belong in kinder-
garten. Conservatives want to create lasting
reductions in nuclear arms. Before we sign
a treaty, we want to make sure the Soviets
won't pull anything. Let's get to the heart
of the matter; the purpose of this article is
to outline an alternative for the nuclear
freeze. Oh yes, it's called a verifiable nu-
clear freeze. Well, I'll dash that childhood
delusion in the next few paragraphs.
To begin with, 15 years ago, the United
States in its attempt to extend the olive
branch to the Soviet Union, froze the
number of silos at 1,054. Michael Novak,
an editor of National Review, in his article
"Moral Clarity in the Nuclear Age," wrote:
"In 1968, the U.S. had a larger number
of nuclear warheads, a greater total
throwweight, and a larger and more varied
number of delivery systems than did the
Soviet Union. In an effort to promote arms
control, Secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara froze the strategic bomber fleet
at 600 aircraft, froze the number of land-
based missiles at 1,054~ and froze the max-
imum number of nuclear submarines at 41.
By 1982, the total throwweight of U.S.
nuclear arsenals had been reduced in
number and size."
Where are we today? The Soviets simply
smiled and smiled at our offer. Unlike the
Cheshire cat, they didn't disappear leaving
nothing so innocuous as a grin. Our part-
ners in peace, the Soviets, can now launch 5
warheads pu·Am«ican·silo,. altbouSh tbey-
only need two to Clack a silo. According to
Novak, their land-based missiles "out-
number ours by a third, are larger, more
modern, and more powerful." As to our
bomber fleet, the Soviets have developed a
formidable set of of air defenses; for the
100 long-range bombers we have ready to
fly at any one-moment, the Soviets can
throw 3,000 fighter planes against them.
What the fighters can't blowout of the sky,
the 12,000 anti-aircraft missiles they have
will knock out what's left. In turn, the
Soviets are outproducing us in missiles.
bombers, and submarines. Meanwhile, the
Soviet's number of land-based ICBM's
stands at 1.398. The 55-18 can deliver 8
warheads, the 5S-19 6 warheads, and the
55-17 4 warheads. On the other hand, our
Minuteman missiles can deliver only 3 war-
heads. Of course, our Minuteman missiles
remain vulnerable to attack. Just think of
working on (a listing of your job on Wylbur
for example) in a buffer space set aside .1------------------
specifically for this purpose. This file is
then saved on a disk or tape for later review
on your monitor or your printer.
Uploading is the opposite of
downloading. Uploading allows you to
transfer a file that you have worked on of-
fline' before you logon. You could write
your program or text offline and then logon .
and transfer it to Wylbur. This feature is
great for people who would like to keep
their phone lines free or who live outside of
Manhattan where phone rates may be high.
Unfortunately, there is no program that I
know of that allows uploading from a
Commodore-64 to IBM. If anyone knows
of one, please drop a line with me as an
award is being offered for such a program.
If you have a printer, you want a pro-
gram that will work well with your printer,
Some programs are slow and take hours to
print out a rue while others work fast.
Two things that you, an owner of a per-
sonal computer should know about are user
groups and bulletin boards. User groups are
groups of computer owners that get
together regularly to discuss the software
that is available, solve problems, show
demonstrations and give advice. You are
very likely to meet someone that can help
you to solve your problem. There is a Com-
modore User Group right here at Baruch
that is sponsered by the Computers &
Quantitative Methods Society. Check the
bulletin board in the ECC for more infor-
mation. To find the addresses and numbers
of user groups in your neighborhood and
for your computer, check the magazines
directed towards your computer and call up
some of the computer bulletin boards.
Computer bulletin boards are computers
you can call up (just like calling up CUNY
IBM) that are specifically for the exchange
of software, information, and fun. You do
not have to pay $6.00 an hour on COM-
PUSERVEto use.a. bulletin -bo.ard.-Many
bulletin boards are free, -there are about fif-
ty free ones in this city; here are a few of the
numbers: 543-3149, 796-3052, 877-7703,
442-3874.357-5679.494-6650, and 579-
2869. Just calJ them up, plug your phone
into the modem when you hear the tone,
and press return a few times until you are
logged on. You will be instructed what to
do after that. Please address any questions,
suggestions. comments, and corrections to
me at the Ticker and I will try to answer
them. When I don't know answers I will try
to find them.
another job. He brings extra money into the
household by selling drugs. He intends to
join the United States Army. He really has
no other choice.
Mary Roberts' family got where it is to-
day because in 1984, only half of those
eligible voted in the presidential election. In
1988 half of the population of the United
States was no longer eligible to vote because
they did not pay taxes, and therefore did
not contribute to society. Federal grants
and loans for college are now a distant
memory. Public colleges are almost gone;
those that do exist have long waiting lists.
Money is now diverted away from social
leeches like the Roberts family and spent on
. "defense." Joining the military is the only
way one can really "getup in the world."
The United States is presently involved in
several wars allover the world in order to
keep democracy strong.
Mary Roberts suspects her 19-year-old
daughter of being a prostitute. She suspects
her two younger children of being involved
in other crimes. She does not ask. Her hus-
band died in a riot that took place in 1985.
He owned a store, and died when it burned
clown in the fires.
Mary Roberts makes $150 a week work-
ing for a drycleaher.HerI8-year-oid son
works for $2.00 an hour for a big company
that got big tax breaks for setting up in the
Roberts' neighborhood.
Terminal Software
By Adrian Resa Jones
By Adrian Resa Jones
1990 in the Feudal States
of AInerica
It is 1990. Remnants of what used to be
called the Reagan administration are still in
office although the great intellect and
orator himself (now a national hero) has
been dead for 5 years.
Mary Roberts is black. She lives in a two-
bedroom apartment with her five children,
two of whom are over twenty, her son-in-
law, and her three grandchildren. She pays
$800 a month in rent for her run-down
apartment. Mayor Koch, in a last nose-
thumbing gesture, had rent control abol-
ished before moving onto a bigger and bet-
ter jobelsewhere.(As a side note - Mayor
Koch disappeared along with several other
blacks and Jews in high positions in 1988.)
When Mary Roberts files a tax return she
claims 7 to 9 deperidents. She pays no taxes
except for Social Security. None of her
three eldest children finished high school.
Aid to ·Familes with Dependent Children,
Home Relief, and Medicare were abolished
in 1988.
Mary Roberts' daughter and son-in-law
got married when they were 16 because she
was pregnant, abortions were illegal, and
they couldn't afford to pay SSOO for an il-
legal abortion. They both droPped out of
school and Mary Robert s ' son-in-law
worked as a janitor for three years until he
got laid off. He has not been able to find
If you have purchased or are thinking
about purchasing a personal computer, you
probably want to use it as a terminal.
Unlike a real terminal, the personal com-
puter can not be plugged in, turned on and
suddenly communicate with another com-
puter. The personal computer requires a
special software program that will allow it
to communicate.
All computers have one or more sets of
numerical assignments that symbolize a
specific set of characters inside of the com-
puter. IBM uses standard ASCII to com-
municate. Your personal computer pro-
bably uses another form of ASCII that is
similar, but not the same as standard
ASCII. On the Commodore-64, when set in
upper and lower case mode, the letter 'A' is
assigned to the number 65 while the letter
'a' (lower case) is assigned to the number
41. The exact opposite is true for the IBM.
There is no specific logic for this. Any
number can be assigned to any character
code by a computer manufacturer.
In order for your computer to com-
municate with the IBM it must have a pro-
gram in it that will do two things. First, it
must translate between the two computers.
If this translation is not present, then you
will have a very hard time running your pro-
grams. If you press the letter 'A' the IBM
will read it as 'a.' If the IBM sends you can
'A' you will see 'a' an your monitor. There
are different symbols for backspaces,
cursors, and other characters. If you try to
erase something on a line, IBM will not
understand it and, although you may see
the erasement on your screen, your listing
will show you that you did not erase
anything. The second thing your program
should do is allow you to change Duplex,
Parity, Baud Rate and Word Length. If you
are using a modem with switches, you might
not need this function. The VicModem does
not have switches. The proper settings for
these functions wbiteworking --with -IBM
are: half Duplex, No Parity~ Baud Rate
300, and Word Length 7 or 8. You also
want NO UNE FEEDS. A lot of terminal
software is written for the use of bulletin
boards, many of which use settings dif-
ferent from that of the IBM (for example
full Duplex instead of half). You should be
able to set these functions with a touch of
the keys.
Helpful bonuses available in some ter-
minal programs are downloading and
uploading. Downloading is a special feature
that allows you to save a file that you are
Philip Lynch
PLEASE NOTE
In the las t iss ue of The Ticker.
a letter responding to Manny
Taveras article accused Presiden-
tial candidate Jesse Jackson of ac-
cepting Arab money. Operation
PUSH received the money in 1981.
Jackson became a candidate two
years later.
Right Response
Dear Editor,
I take pen in hand to again de-
fend the "right." The last time I
had to do this was in defense of the
rescue mission, yes, rescue mission,
in Grenada. At that time I thought
I laid all the bigots to rest by the
most outspoken is still about.
The February 28th issue of The
Ticker includes an article by Mr.
Jesse Borges. In this article, Mr.
Borges implies that lhe re-
quirements for conservatism are
not quite in step with today's at-
titudes. In fact, he implies that we,
conservatives, are warmongers that
support Big Brother.
Conservatives are not war-
mongers. The definition of conser-
vatism says that we believe in main-
taining established values and in-
stitutions. War never makes way
for the preservation of values or in-
stitutions. In fact, war is the realm
of liberals who want change. Viet-
nam. Korea and World War II are
all the products of liberal Demo-
crats.
Conservatives do not believe in
Big Brother. We are not trying to
bring Orwell's prediction. True
Conservatism wants less govern-
ment. In fact, it is the liberal
Democrats who are kind enough to
bring us more government. The
social programs of Roosevelt, Ken-
nedy, and Johnson are giving the
poor everything they want. This
same government is getting strong
enough to take everything away
that we have.
Conservatives are not bigots as
Mr. Borges contends. We do not
support tax-funded social pro-
grains, we do not support social
medicine, we do not support re-
distribution of wealth. This is not
bigoted. This is the preservation of
everyone's freedom. Conservatives
support business. We support equal
opportunity in business. We sup-
port the complete elimination of
racial quotas. We do not want
anyone judged by race. This is not
bigotry.
Mr. Borges contends that conser-
vatives believe that a person of
poor immigrant stock, who failed
at his first chosen profession can
start over and become President. I
wholeheartedly agree. This is
America and because of the system
we have, anyone worthy can rise to
the top. In this country even a per-
son Ii ke Mr. Borges climb to the
highest rungs of the social ladder.
As a conservative I want to keep it
this way.
Room' 307 of The Student Center
Signed.
Foreign Trade Society
Dear Editor.
The Foreign Trade Society is
welcoming all Baruch students in-
terested in sampling delicacies from
all over the world. This year, the
society will be sponsoring its annual
international food fair day on
Thursday, April 5th. There will be
no charge, but anyone participating
will be required to bring in a dish
from their home country. For more
details. please contact the Foreign
Trade club office in the 26th Street
building (Room 839. phone II 725-
3273). In addition, a $20.00 award
will be given to the individual who
brings in the most delicious dish.
International.
Food
Let Your FellolV
Students KnolV What's
)on Your Mind .••
Bible Belt?
SEND LETTERS TO THE TICKER
Dear Editor.
Mr. Davison's letter "Baruch or
the Bible Belt?" in your March 13
issue created a very distorted image
of the Baruch Christian Club and
its activities.
The Christian Club is simply a
group of students who have found a
Jiving and dynamic faith by placing
Jesus Christ as the center of their
lives. In addition to the challenging
and stimulating speakers, films and
symposia, we are a bunch of inter-
esting and exciting folks who love
each other and who like to share as
well as listen.
The booktable has always been a
place for discussion. dialogue and
free exchange of ideas. We find it
surprising that this has been called
an "aggressive. unfair tactic."
pushed on unsuspecting students.
As a club. we have not been re-
sponsible for the Gideons corning
on campus. but we are thankful for
the times they have come to distrib-
ute New Testaments to students
who desire one.
Christianity is not limited by
geography. i.e.. "The Bible Belt.··
In fact. there is ·'no place" for
Christians to reside. some are even
students! We agree that the Uni-
versity is a setting for learning and
knowledge but we believe that this
includes sharing spiritual ideas and
values as well. We do not apologize
for our faith in Christ as Saviou r
and Lord.
In Mr. Davisons opinion. our
films and literature are offensive
and insulting. We believe that his
concern is as a result of his ignor-
ance of basic Christian principles.
It is not our purpose or intent to be
insensitive. anti-Semitic. racist. or
in otherwise irresponsible in our
activities.
We as a dub. desire an open dia-
logue with the entire college com-
munity. In the spirit of the prophet
Isaiah: "Come now and let us rea-
son together.··
Peter B. McPhun
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
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On April lith, the students will vote on a revision 'of the Baruch College Governance
Charter (see story on page 1), the foundation for the college's structure and operations. In
order to be sent to the CUNY Board of Trustees for final approval, 30 percent of the
students must vote on the revision, and a majority of those voting must approve.
It has long been said that the students do not have enough of a voice in the college.
(Witness the letters concerning popular teachers who did not get tenure.) However, along
with the right to help make decisions goes the responsibility to take an interest in elections
and referenda.
In the past, students were chided for not voting in sufficient numbers to pass amendments
to the Charter; though the amendments received overwhelming approval, not enough of the
students cast votes to make the referenda acceptable to the Board of Trustees. It is sad that
the business of the College is made more difficult by students refusing to have more than a
sporadic interest in voting.
The revision is necessary to bring many practices of the college in conformity with the
Charter. It also removes sexist language and clarifies the language in general.
Copies of the proposed revision are available in the Office of the Dean of Students and
from the Student Activities Office. Take a copy, make your decision, and vote. It would be a
shame if the revision fails for lack of participation.
Red tape has once again been used to justify a delay at Baruch. Eighteen computers have
been sitting gathering dust since -November (see story,page 1). That's 590,000 worth of
equipment not being used. In four months the interest on 590,000, in a high-yield account,
is almost enough to purchase another computer. .
Although the room planned for these computers is not ready, there is a microcomputer
lab on 24th Street that can house at least some of these machines. The lab has sUfficie~t
security and wiring to accommodate computers almost identical to t~ose in storage. There IS
one important reason why this machine is not being used - the lab IS not controlled by the
Statistics Department. Is getting these machines set up, to be used by students and faculty, as
important as office politics?
Moreover, was this the best computer to h-ave chosen'? One of Baruch's computer experts,
John DiMeo, doesn't think so. Whether right or wrong, his opinion should have been con-
sidered by the committee that chose this computer. According to the Chairman of the Statis-
tics Department, DiMeo wasn't consulted because the decision' 'was a department activity. "
Again, political considerations outweigh common sense.
Due to the City University's limited budget, which entails an extended bidding process,
getting anything done takes time. These delays can lead to problems, as can be seen by our
loss of the planned 19th Street building (Ticker 2/14). Office politics should not be an
additional constraint.
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Hispanic Week
Celebration
son has been slightly longer. Eiber-
son retired at the end of spring
1983. Ombudsman Stanley Buder
has served as chief librarian since
fall 1983.
Both candidates' names are ex-
pected to be released by the end of
spring 1984.
The Casa Hispanica will
celebrate Hispanic Week, April
9-13, with speakers, food festivals
and a reading of Don Juan Tenorio
according to Professor Nelly San-
tos, director of the Casa.
Other activities tentatively plann-
ed are folkloric dances and a beauty
contest.
The center is located in Room
1113, 17 Lexington Avenue. Each
week's activities are posted on the
bulletin boards of the 11th floor,
near the Romance Languages
Department.
Student Parties government. They have more con-tact with students." He added that
members also have "practical ex-
perience" in addition to political
experience. The party is aiming for
a more active student government
for next year. "We will get
qualified people who want to be in
government to serve students.
Right now, many people in govern-
ment are there so they can put it in
their resume," said Jeffrey Abra-
ham.
Excerpts from their preliminary
platform indicate a primary con-
cern for the academic needs of
. students. For instance, they intend
to campaign for longer hours and
Sunday hours of service at the
Computer Center; more hours of
service at the library, especially dur-
ing examination periods; and the,
expansion of free tutoring services.
"The money is there. It is spent for
painting the 360 PAS basement -
why can't it be spent to help
students academically as well?"
asked Sit who, as an accounting
tutor himself, claims to have first-
hand knowledge of the problem.
Other concerns voiced by the
party in their intended platform ad-
dressed the need for more student
input in all facets of the Baruch
community, particularly from stu-
dent government; and a concern for
more publicity through the student
media. In this respect, Phillipps
was in agreement, saying, "I don't
think that everything we have done
has been publicized enough to
make students aware that it has
been done. Most of the things we
do, if it calls for, we implement
some type of advertisement to let
students (become) aware of what's
going on, what their student activi-
ty money is being used for."
When approached for comment,
"represents entrenched government DSSG President Denise White, a
members - n~t students." In COD-: USA meniber, dedJned to share her
Jr3St• he p.ronused that ~ere~~o~c:I__,__viem. contc:ndina that the Marcll_
be uexpenenced ~leU1 ~ur par- deadline·Aad-DOt.passcd, aDd-that,it
ty. Members are. IOvol~ed 10 many would be inappropriate to com-
areas of school life besides student ment at this time.
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Council who are eyeing key posi-
tions that they would like to move
up to." In particular, he mentioned
Neil Weiss and Po Sit. "When he
first entered Council [in the
previous academic year,] he ran as
an independent outside the USA
party; Neil's already experienced
what it's like to run on his own,"
Phillips said about Weiss. Of Sit,
he commented, "Although he ran
under the USA party, he did a lot
of campaigning that was geared
specifically towards him gaining
votes, and by campaigning both for
the USA party and as an individual
last year, people have become
aware of his name." He added, "If
somebody like Po does run for a
key.position, I expect heavy opposi-
tion. "
One week after USA had its
meeting on March 19, a second
organization, the Baruch Indepen-
dent Party, announced its intention
to participate in the elections. In
this meeting, the new party present-
ed a tentative lineup of Sit for the
office of President, Richard Akuet-
tey for Executive Vice-President,
and Weiss for an undesignated
position. The party expressed their
intention to have members running
for all OSSG offices, with names to
be released by the March deadline;
however, the party would not com-
ment at this time if any other
students currently in OSSG would
also be running for office under the
new party.
The party had strong words for
student government in general and
for its rival party, as they referred
,to USA as an "inactive political
machine." Sit said that USA
Finalists to be
Announced
Center for Disease Control has
reported that so-called childhood
diseases are occurring progressively
later in life with outbreaks occur-
ring in high schools and colleges.
Measles, mumps, and rubella
vaccines are given by injection and
are very effective. Measles, mumps,
and rubella vaccines can be given
one at a time or in combined vac-
cines.
Experts recommend that adoles-
cents and adults - especially
women of child-bearing age - who
are not known to be immune to
rubella should receive rubella vac-
cine or measles/mumps/rubella if
they might also be susceptible to
measles or mumps. Women'should
not receive the shot if they are preg-
nant or might become pregnant
within three months. _. There is no
known risk in being vaccinated
against any or all three of these
diseases if you are already immune
to any of them.
Finalists for the positions of pro-
vost and chief librarian have been .
chosen, but will not be announced
until letters of acceptance. are sent,
said Joel Segall, president of
Baruch College.
The search for the provost has
been a relatively short ODe. It was
initiated when former Provost·
Phillip E. Austin was accepted as
president of Colorado State
University at Fort Collins in
December, 1983, The search ended
earlier this month.
In contrast, the search for a chief
librariaR to 'repIace Harold Eiber- ..'
The TIcker
r
Disease Vaccinations
to be Available
'.
tions (at $191,000 and $110,000) for
the Educational Computer Center
and $75,000 for replacement office
equipment and lounge furniture,
plus new equipment and furniture
for new space.
The increase in the budget re-
quest from 1983-84's appropriation
is over $3,000.
A voluntary measles/mumps/
rubella vaccination program will
be held at Baruch College on
Thursday, April 5 from l1:00-a.m.
to 6:30 p.m. for all students and
staff wishing to be immunized.
The program is being coor-
dinated by the Baruch College
Medical Office, the Office of Stu-
dent Activities and the New York
City Board of Health Immuniza-
tion Division and will be conducted
in the Medical Office, Room 308,
17 Lexington Avenue.
Carl Aylman, Director of Stu-
dent Activities, is coordinating :
the program and has asked that
anyone wishing to be vaccinated
should contact the Office of Stu-
dent Activities between the hours
9:00 am. - 7:30 p.m. at 725-3056 to
schedule an appointment by Mon-
day, April 2, 1984.
Measles, mumps, and rubella are
serious common childhood con-
tagious diseases. Although they
usually strike young ·childreD" the
fund computers until we put in a
fee." .
Dave Mckenna, also from the
College Voice. said the college was
"very overcrowded, " and asked
the Chancellor why funds for their
capital improvement plan were not
forthcoming. The Chancellor
countered, "The University came
forward with a proposal for some
money for the Staten Island pro-
ject." Two plans CUNY proposed,
said Murphy, were: Staten Island
should expand its present campus,
combining its S1. George campus
with the Sunnyside campus; .or
choose a third site, and construct a
new building. Murphy said Staten
Island is "the last borough with
free and open lands" to expand col-
lege space.
Murphy was asked whether it
was the fault of the New York State
Dormitory Authority or CUNY's
Board of Trustees that funds were
tied up, leading to Baruch's loss of
the 19th Street building. He replied,
"Ldon't know of any foul-up, We
were faced with a difficult seller (La
Salle Industries). The price seemed
excessive ($20 million) when we
entered into negotiations." Mur-
phy added, he was "not in a posi-
tion to acknowledge a foul-up."
Mickey Revenaugh, Editor of the
CUNY Voice. asked Murphy what
his reaction was to a TAP parity
bill currently in the state legislature.
He replied it would be better to
help students who truly need
assistance, rather than help other
students be "comfortable" in
meeting tuition costs.
When asked what his position
was on the University Student
Senate's proposed S()¢ increase in
its 'shale --of studeRt--eetWity- fees,
Murphy replied, ~.I didD~
, know about that," and added, "I'll
reflect on that in a prayerful way."
supported "no tuition or low tui-
tion": the New York Public In-
terest Group, labor unions, chur-
ches, and synagogues.
Wayne Kleinbert, from the
Staten Island College Voice, asked
Murphy whether he would consider
a four-year plan to phase-out tui-
tion. "It's probably impractical but
not impossible," he answered.
Jacqueline Monk, from the
Hunter College Pandora's Box.
queried if the $200 increase is
defeated, would there still be a $25
computer fee. Murphy replied,
"The University resisted the im-
position of a computer fee partly
because we felt we could be pro-
liferating fees. Pretty soon, you'll
have goiftg-w-the-bathroom-'fees;" .
Murphy added, "The computer fee
was included as part of the overall
tuition increase. The state will not
Joseph S. Murphy
members have met with politicians
in the legislature "to express their
concern about keeping tuition at its
current levels." Murphy added,
"not only will we talk to our
friends, but all the members in the
legislature. "
Murphy said various groups in
the New York City and State area
Baruch Requests
Baruch College has requested
from CUNY $39.3 million for the
1984-85 academic year despite
possible cutbacks. .
Among the requests: $250,000
for installation of a new telecom-
munications system, 8 new posi-
and First Investors Corporation as
well as other major corporations to
interview qualified students for
positions to start after graduation.
A panel of marketing professors
selected the capable students on
the basis of academic achievement
. and extracurricular activities.
Reina Diez and Kenneth Tannen-
baum. president and vice president.
respectively. of the Industrial Mar-
keting Society-B/PAA,and Vera
Black. president of the Baruch
chapter of the American Marketing
Association. organized the event
with assistance from Professor
Robert Parket,who is the faculty
advisor of the Industrial Marketing
Society. Professor Bernard Belasco.
faculty advisor to the American
Marketing Association. and a hand-
ful of marketing students also
helped.
Parker, who initiated this suc-
cessful even t 13 years ago. said.
"The three students - Vera, Ken
and Reina - performed a valuable
service to the students and the-col-
lege. Their efforts have enhanced
Baruch College's stature in the
business world...
March 27, 1984'
By Ivan Cintron
In a conference dominated by
tuition and related topics, City
University of New York (CUNY)
Chancellor Joseph S. Murphy gave
a brief budgetary statement and
fielded questions from members of
the CUNY student press.
The press conference occurred
Thursday, March 15, at 535 E. 80th
St., CUNY headquarters. It lasted
30 minutes, from 4:30 p.m, to 5:00
p.m, Student journalists from
Baruch, City, Hunter, Queens and
Staten Island College attended.
Murphy began by talking about
CUNY's budget. "CUNY was
obliged by the state to decrease its
staff by 350 lines," said Murphy.
"Our principal effort: first, the
recovery of those lines; second:
negotiate a reduction of the pro-
posal for a $200 increase. We are
saddened his (Governor Cuomo's)
proposal has come forward.
"The Governor's budget does in-
clude things we wanted,"
acknowledged Murphy, "such as
capital improvement for Queens,
York, and New York Technical
College, and Hostos and LaGuar-
dia Community College."
Money for day-care facilities was
also provided "for the first time"
Murphy said, since the University
has become "increasingly
sensitive" to the concerns of single-
parent students.
Other programs and projects in-
stituted for the first time are: tui-
tion assistance (TAP) for part-time
students and Vietnam veterans; the
establishment of a law school at
Queens College; and an increase in
the amount of money offered by
PellGrants.
Asked what specific strategy
CUNY has undertaken, Murphy
said the Board of Trustees'
Annual Marketing
Career Conference
TICKER TAKES
Chancellor Murphy Press Conference
Tuition Hike Equality
On Thursday, March 15th the
American Marketing Association
and the Industrial Marketing Sod-
ety-B/PAA jointly hosted the 13th
annual Career Conference. Events
at the day-long conference. which
included a breakfast and a lunch-
eon. were held in the Faculty
lounge and in the 26th Street build-
mg.
The program was designed to get
graduating marketing seniors jobs.
The two marketing clubs arranged
for Xerox. Dow Jones Publishing
While tuition may rise signifi-
cantly at the City University of New
York (CUNY) for 1984-85, it may
not rise as much at private colleges
and universities in the Northeast.
The New York Times reported in
an article entitled "Rise in College
Tuition and Fees Are Moderating"
(March 13, 1984). that 7 to 8 per-
cent is the rate institutions like Yale
University will raise tuition. In con-
trast, CUNY's $200 hike is a 16.3
percent increase from 1983-84,
twice that of other institutions with
greater tuition price tags.
For example, tuition at Yale will
increase by 7.5 percent, from
$12,980 to $13,950 a year. CUNY's
increase may push the current
figure, $1,225 to $1,450.
An irreverent nuclear
aged comedy based
upon the medieval
play "fV~!lYMAN.II
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:El:lL~E HOlIDAYS INC II 501 Madison Avenue. New York. NY 10022 I
I 212·355-4705 800·223·0694 (outside NY Stale) IfJ I'm packed-send details!
I NAME I
I II ADDRESS CITY I
I STATE ZIP I
I SCHOOL . PHONE I
I CAMPUS REP IL- J
April 4, 5, 6 & 7 Wed-Sat.
8:00 PM
Baruch Auditorium
17 Lexington Avenue
MardI 27, 1984 .
DISCOUNT TRA VEL TO EUROPE: from $99
Travel to Rome, Athens, Lisbon, London, Paris,
Frankfurt, etc. from only $99 each way. Call
now or sendfor your FREE brochure. Operators
always on duty. Enclose one dollar for postage
and handling. Europe Express, Inc. 3460 Main
si.. Hartford, CT 06120 (203) 522-6580.
'5.00 hr.
Full partfclpatlon In " .....01
pa'Cf!JJtlon experImena.
SUNY School of Optomdry
24 sr.. (PAS)
CAn 420-5145
EH, MAN! I
NEW CREDIT card! Nobody refused!
Also Visa/Mastercard.
Call (805) 687-6000 Ext. C-3S94
America's number one student travel company needs
students to sell Europe charters and tours. Earn a free
trip. Call: 1-800-223-0694 for details or write: l.C,
Holidays - Campus Rep Program - 501 Madison Avenue
- New York, N.Y. 10022.
Tickets On Sale Now In
Front
of the AU D and at Box
Office the Nights of
Performance
725-7620
140,000 works of
art, composer of
5,000 songs and a
dedicated runner
and athlete, the
Master also leads the
twice-weekly Peace
Meditations at the
United Nations.
Celebrate 20 years
of shining inspiration
and experience the
hauntingly beautiful
music of Sri Chinmoy
as played by the .
Master on the echo
Oute and esraj, at
The Peace Concert.
It's free. Come and
join thousands.
Call Rich
IIBM Personal ComputerI
128 kb Memory
2 320 kb Floppy Disk Drive
Monochrome Display
Keyboard
Printer Adapter
DOS 2.00 Software
$2750.00 Firm
For Info Call 434-0269
'. GNfFiti Artists W8ntg
Great Opportunity For
Talented Individuals.
Br"k D,nurl n"i,i f,,!!
WCBS· TV (Channel 2) on The Way To Go
WNBC-TV (Channel 4) on The First Estate
"~1Jatpouer is in
this man s music!
It s incredible . . .
."'~l' musical spirit
is l'efJ' l'er)' deeply
impressed. "
-Leonard
Bernsrem
April I at 8: 00 a.m.
April 8 at 11:00 a.m.
WATCH SRI CHINMOY
ON TELEVISION
•
•God's Beauty in His Oneness-Home
SRI CHINMOY'S 20TH ANNIVERSARY CONCERT
Sunday, April 15th at 2 p.m.
Long Meadow in Prospect Park, Brooklyn
Thencker'
Sri Chinmoy, the
great Indian Spiritual
Master, has been
living in New York
for the last 20 years.
He is lovingly called
"Guru" by his
disciples. Of all·the
spiritual teachers
that have come to
the West, he is one
of the most respected
and admired.
His path is one of
continual self-
transcendence and
progress through
love, devotion and
surrender to God.
The real work of a
Guru is to show the
world that his deeds
are in perfect
harmony with his
teachings. Author of
600 spiritual books,
painter of more than
CHESS GRANDMASTER
ARTHUR BISGUIER
DATE: Thursday April 5th
TIME: Club Hours
WHERE: Room 302, Student Center Building
Will be giving a simultaneous exhibition
here at Baruch! All are welcome.
. . . : -, . ;'". .....: '. '. .. ..", .'.. ..; ': "::::.-:' :.::::': ...::;.
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Also on April 12th (same time, same room),
Mr. Bisguier will be giving a chess lecture.
Topics will include opening, middlegame, endgame and
overall chess strategy.
Paae "7
NEWS
Computers
USS leadership acknowledges
these problems. Through the
CUNY Voice and increased contact
with student media, they hope to
make their efforts, especially in
. fighting tuition hikes, known to all
CUNY students. If the fee is pass-
ed, they' plan to have more of a
presence on the college campuses.
By paying off past debts, the
organization is slowly re-
establishing its fiscal reputation.
Lowe said, "We have to work
harder to overcome the damage
that was done in the past. " USS has
its books audited by an indepen-
dent auditor and they are open to
any interested student.
Several messages were left with
the Board of Trustees secretary, but
no member of the Board returned
our calls. When Chancellor Joseph
S. Murphy was asked about the
hike at a press conference held
March 15, be was surprised, and
said, "Oh. I didn't know about
that. I'll reflect on it in a prayerful
way."
Major items in the USS budget
include: Staff - five full-time
employees - $87,000; Chairperson
and Vice-Chairperson stipends -
$30,000; Travel - mainly lobbying
trips between New York and
Albany - $26,000; Printing and
Publications - $13,000; Albany
office - 56,000.
Continued from Page J
to use computers in a classroom-
type environment. "I'd like to call
the room a pC. classroom rather
than a micro-computer center,"
said Stephali. The XT was picked
by the committee as "the best
. • iR terms of priee 8ftd per-
. fonnance, and what we needed a
computer system for, " said
Stephan. Stephan made the original
proposal for the XT, according to
Assistant Professor Beatrice
Loerinc, another ,Committee
member.
"The PC is a much better
choice," said John Dimeo, Direc-
tor of the Educational Computer
Center (ECq. "There is not as
much room for expansion on the
XT," added Dimeo. He also men-
tioned some technical difficulties
stemming from the XT's 10 mega-
bytes besides pointing out the
$2,000 difference in the price of
each unit. "I could see the uses for
the XT, but the PC can go to a half
million bytes of main memory, and
since it costs less, we could get more
machines for the money," said
Dimeo.
Dimeo, nor any member of the
ECC, was not on the committee
that picked the XT. "These com-
puters are meant for courses in our
[the statistics] department, so this
was a department activity," said
Rosenberg. Besides Stephan and
Loerinc, the committee was com-
posed of Associate Professor Erol
M. Arkun, Assistant Professor
Samuel G. Ryan, Jr. and Distin-
guished Professor David Valinsky,
Rosenberg's predecessor, all of the
Statistics Department..
The merits and drawbacks of the
XT system can not be examined un-
til the equipment can be utilized.
According to Rosenberg, the prob-
lems encountered in setting up the
system are not unique. "I don't
think these problems are anything
unusual for ar state organization;
they go slowly," he said.
Charter
The 'I1cker
Further reports of never hearing the
alarm came from the 13th floor as
well.
According to Marilyn Mikulsky,
Director of the Office of Campus
Planning and Facilities, the
landlord of the building has been
doing work on the system for a
year. She said, "The new system is
in accordance with Local Law
number five, which is making
landlords in office buildings put in
[the new] equipment." Mikulsky
also expects the wark to be finished
in April. She said that she has
"seen evidence that [the system] is
being put in, and it is an improve-
ment from the currently operating
one. "
Mikulsky added that "audible
parts of the system were heard, but
not entirely. I was told that so-
meone accidentally cut one of the
lines, " suggesting that it was an
employee of Orda Management,
the owner of the building. Asked if
it is common that a building be oc-
cupied before an alarm system is in-
stalled, Mikulsky replied, "It is
common, regrettably.' t
The situation at the 18th Street
building, although not chaotic, had
t~ ~tential of beco~~ a~------------~~-------~-----
dangerous one. The elevator was
running, because there were han-
dicapped students in the building
during the time of the incident, and
they could not use the stairs, said
McLaughlin.
Several faculty members com-
plained about the situation. But
McLaughlin said that Emergency
and Fire- Personnel forms were
given to the chairpersons of each
depaItmeRt•..-:The-.~ .
faculty members' be desisnated 11$
fire wardens, deputy fire wardens
and searchers. McLaughlin only
got one form back.
McLaughlin concluded that
"whenever a fire alarm is heard,
react as if there were a real fire
unless otherwise directed. " He
stressed that everyone should
remember to keep calm, keep mov-
ing, follow directions, and not use
the elevators.
•
DONORS
WANTED
For information
IDANT
LABORATORY
935~1430.
SEMEN will be used
for artificial insemination
for couples
who cannot have children
due to male infertility.
All donor typesare needed.
Donors will·be
fully screened. and tested.
Accepted Donors
are PAID.
Harry McLaulhUD
further to describe the new system
that is being installed, which he ex-
pects to be completed by April 12,
1984. He said, "the new system will
include fire alarms on all floors. If
an alarm goes off, a signal in the
lobby will let security know exactly
where the suspected' fire' is. There.
will also be one fire warden, two
deputy fire wardens, and one male
and one female searcher assigned to
each floor of the building, chosen
from the faculty and staff."
McLaughlin added that a public
announcement (PA) system is part
of the entire control system and will
be used to announce what floor the
alarm condition is on and which
floors should be evacuated.
The smoke alarm, according to
McLaughlin, went off on the 18th
floor. However, a waiter from
Squires Restaurant said he was told
the alarm went off on the eighth
floor, and several Baruch students
were told by security guards in the
building at the time that the alarm..
went off on the second floor.
It. was not heaI:d-by-aU-of the pe0-
ple in the building. A secretary
from the sociology department
commented, "As a matter of fact
we didn't know what was going on.
A few students told us that a fire
alarm went off, but we couldn't
hear it. The department members
did not leave the building. " On the
16th floor, there was some confu-
sion as to what was going on,
because the alarm could not be
heard in some of the classrooms.
... .. .. -- - . . . .. . . -_ J _ . • •• •
By Felicia Raphael.
- - Ii... •
"At The Manhattan Womens
Medical Center" the finest
gynecological care is well within
your budeet"?'
We~er a full range of services
including prenatal care and the
medical alternative toanunplanned
pregnancy 0 I 0 ithYour relaxed consu tanon WI
Dr. Andre Nehorayoff- ourBoard
Certified Surgeon - is absolutely
free of charge along with a preg-
nancy test andcounseling.
Ourprivate facility issuperbly equiwOO assuring youofquali-
ty hospital care.
Convenient evening & weekend appointment are available.
FOR FREE CONSULTAllON CALL (212)473-6500
The Manhattan Womens Medical center
115 East 23rd St. (Bet. Park Ave. So. & Lex.)
New York, N.Y.
"Come see us - your weD being is our concern:' 1'1
The sound of an alarm at the
18th Street building on March 13
was not the sign of a fire drill, nor a
warning of a fire, threatening those
in the building at 2:40 p.m.
According to Harry McLaughlin,
Director of Security at Baruch, "a
construction worker on the 18th
floor was knocking down a wall
and severed a wire from a smoke
alarm, which caused the alarm to
go off.", He added, "it was not a
fire drill. It was treated as if there
had been an actual fire."
This did not comfort those
students and faculty members who
never heard the alarm, nor those
who were stuck in staircase C (near
the elevators.) which was backed up
from the main floor to the sixth
floor. John L. Andreassi, professor
of psychology, one of the faculty
members trapped in the staircase
said, "The staircase is too narrow
for this amount of people. It is a
dangerous situation."
McLaughlin stressed that the
staircases are fireproof. He con-
tinued, "If a staircase is over-
crowded, get out on a safe floor
and use another staircase." He also
suggested that the reason for the
back-up in the staircase may have
had something to do with the heavy
downpour of rain and the people
approaching the main floor did not
want to go from the staircase out
onto the street, thus creating a traf-
fic-jam of people in the small lobby
of the building.
Those who were trapped in the
staircase did not know what was
happeRiRg.- URrilthe-y--reaclledthe
lobby. A lone fireman was spotted .
on the 10th floor, but McLaughlin
emphasized that there was no fire.
It is routine for the fire department
to check a building where an alarm
has just gone off, McLaughlin said.
McLaughlin explained that there
are specific procedures for dealing
with a fire (place where the alarm
went off) then we evacuate the fire
floor, and then we evacuate the
floor one flight above it." He went
Did your know that a group of Baruch students meet
e.ery two weeks during dub bours to discuss current
alfain? They get together very informally in room
1610, 23rd Street Building and spend a pleasant hoar
or so expressing their views on the hot topics of tile
day and learning from eacb other. There are no dues,
oflkers or assignments. The only qualification is in-
terest and aD open mind. Professor Berrol of the
HIstory Department is the sponsor•
Continued from Page J
point of view, and added, "They
are tenured, full-time members of
the college and they want to be
treated like all the troops."
On March 15, there was a
meeting of the Faculty Senate open
to the general faculty and students
1.0 discuss the-'barter..aw:t.l$k..Jlll.a.-~-e!lelee;'-tf.H4~~~M't e-1I d-t~
tions about it..F~ students attend-
ed, while 20 to 3Q faculty members
participated, also a small number.
Most questions and suggestions
were with the wording of certain
sections of the charter which
seemed to make little or no sense.
George Hill, assistant professor
of music, pointed out that the
wording in Article Six, Section A,
concerning academic review com-
mittees, was contradictory. Both
___________________.....--------------------.1 Storer and Jean Boddewyn, pro-
fessor of marketing and chair-
person of the Special Committee on
the Governance Charter, agreed
with Hill's assessment and said the
word would be changed. The sec-
tion's intention was to limit a facul-
ty member from serving for more
than three years.
Most of the changes in the
Governance Charter are language-
oriented. The two articles which are
significant are Article Two: Diversi-
ty of Faculty Participation and Ar-
ticle Four: Student Governance.
Diversity of faculty participation
entails limiting the number of of-
fices a faculty member can hold
simultaneously and how many
terms one can serve consecutively.
This is to provide for a greater
amount of faculty participation in
the decision-making process of the .
college.
Student Governance deals with
the rules the three student govern-
ments and' the media on campus
must follow. For example, the Stu-
dent Senate is being diminated
since some of its functions are
duplicated in the Student Elections
and Governance Review Commit-
tee. Also, a single media board will
be established to oversee the opera-
tions of The Ticker. The Reporter
and WBMB.
18th·Street Fire Alarm Malfunctions USS Fee Hike
Continued from Page J
which Lowe is an ex-officio
member, must approve the fee in-
crease. Before presenting the pro-
posal to the Board, Lowe would
like to have the support of at least
two-thirds of the CUNY student
government presidents. Although
student support is not required,
USS officials feel the Board will be
more receptive if the majority of
the students support the plan. No
date has been set for presentation
of the proposal to the Board.
Lowe said, "Most schools said
they would go for it [the pro-
posal]," although no official poll
has been taken. Revenaugh said
that most of the senior colleges
are fairly active and working for the
hike, but some student government
leaders still had doubts about the
isssue. She said that there were two
major areas of concern. Some
government presidents said the USS
has had a low profile in the past
and they were not convinced that
the organization was doing enough
to justify additional funding. A sec-
ond area of concern was the spend-
ing record of the USS. Past ad-
ministrations ran up approximately
$56,000 in debts which are current-
ly being paid off.
5 mo. course starts mid-Jure W
3 mo. course starts mid-August~
You've Invested A Lot In Your Education. . .
Will Just Any Prep. Course Do?
ANNOUNCINC COMPETITIVE EOCE'S
LSAT, G.R.E. and G.M.A.T. Seminars
featuring:
- NOVEMBER
- CPA EXAM
-
-
Fox-Kirschbaum
-
Lambers
-. 's HBEST" CPA Review
-
America dinvites you to atten a
-
- fREE LECTURE OJ -
-
between now and the end of Apn
-.. at any of our 6 convenient ..Metropohtan Area locations
.. to arrange date and time. •
•
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_.
•
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•
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•
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•
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• lOW TUITION
• SMAll CLASSES
• EXPERIENCED ATTORNEYS
~ ..-.. For details or a free brochure call:
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presents
Quality of Life Program
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Look for an application on campus.
Didn't you know that. if you're a senior with the promise of a $10,000
career-oriented job, you could have the American Express'Card?
Where have you been?
Asleep?
Because for some time American Express has been saying that we believe
in your future. But even more than that. We believe in you now. And we've
been proving it. A $10,000 job. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this
offer is even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why do you need the American Express Card now? First of all, it's a
good way to begin to establish your credit history. And you know that's
important. Ofcourse, the Card is also good for vacation travel, as well as
for shopping for things like a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card
is recognized and welcomed worldwide,
so are you.
So call 800-528-8000 for a Special
Student Application or look for one at
your college bookstore or on your
campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Card. Don't
leave school without it:"
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the . ics of Ireland is non-secular and
participa n is prohibited by the Pope.
However, the Catholic Church's ideas
and policies influence the way people think.
The Church refrains from a solution to a
problem involving violence. The tactics of
the Irish'Republican Army are disapproved
of by the Catholic Church. This was ex-
emplified by Cardinal Cooke at the 1983
Saint Patrick's DayParade when he refused
to greet the Grand Marshal Michael
O'Flannery because he was a supporter of
the I.R.A. The parish priest exerts more
influence over his congregation than any
politician could hope to exert. In Ireland
over ninety percent of the population is
Roman Catholic.
The Irish,people put their faith and trust
in the Catholic Church to help them find a
solution that will appease all concerned.
One can 'never totally separate church
and state. Structurally, they can be
separated, so, that one does not bias the
other. Inevitably, a combination of both
will express the ideas of the whole.
body which for many years was considered
a captive of the political left, exhibited a
greater emphasis on spiritual matters. Its
statement on baptism (a sacrament admit-
ting the recipient into the Christian com-
munity), the eucharist (a sacrament in
which bread and wine are partaken of as a
commemoration of the death of Jesus),and
the ministry represents a milestone in. the
ecumenical movement and deals with many'
pointson which therewere divergent under-
standings. The major goalof the movement
is, in the near future, to promote unity in
diversity; meaning developing a common .
understanding of the fundamentals of
Christian faith, and encouraging the devel-
opment of liberty of practice in other less
central issues.
The recent celebration of the SOOth birth-
day of Martin Luther was celebrated by
both the Roman Catholics and Protestants
as a day commemorating a man who at-
tempted to bring Christians back in touch
with their scriptures. This celebration
helped bring about strides in relations be-
tween the Roman Catholics and Lutherans,
the latter a Protestant communion having
direct descent from the congregations that
followed Luther out of the already-existing
Catholic Church. A joint statement by
theologians of the two groups on oneof the
major issues of controversy is being viewed
asa hopeful sign for the future. To under-
score the progress being made by the two
groups, the Roman Catholic Bishop of
Rome, John Paulll, made history when he
entered a Lutheran church serving the Ger-
man community in'Rome, and preached to
those assembled there.
It would seem that the future of the
ecumenical movement is a bright one. Only
a few years ago, wars were fought between
Christians over terms like filioque and
justification. Today, instead of damning
each other as heretics, Christians of dif-
ferent rites are addressing each other, as
separatedbretheren. For the first time, '
ecumenism is out of the realm of dreams ,
and is being put into practice byrank-and-
file Christians.
By Arthur Keating
The major political conflicts in Ireland
started out as religious prejudices. The
English tried to convert Ireland to a Protes-
tant state by the malicious slaughter of the
Irish. Political and economic sanctions were
taken against the people of the Cath~c
faith and those of the Irish loyalties. Even-
tually, the English took most of the in-
dustries of Ireland and separated them into
.six counties of the north now known as
British-occupied Northern Ireland. The
land is now too economically valuable to
give up.
It is difficult to have a separation of
church and state in Ireland. Its history is
thick with interaction of religion and state.
The Catholic Church does not explicitly tell
the government or the people what to do
but the church does make clear its feeling
towards events and policies taken. The
government of Ireland may look towards
the Church as an arbitrator. Structurally,
The Catholic Church in Ireland
By Edmund Unneland
The Ecumenical Moveme'nt
For over 900 years, the Christian Church
has been divided into eastern and western
sections. For about half that time, the
western part has itself been divided.
Through the ecumenical movement, which
strives to see greater unity among the dif-
ferent parts of the Christian community,
the 20th century has seen progress towards
unification of the various parts of Chris-
tianity, reversing centuries of bitter feel-
ings and periods of violent hatred..
In 1054, after a long-running debate be-
tween the Christians in the East, centered at
Constantinople, and those in the West,
centered at Rome, over the relationship bet-
ween Jesus and God, the two groups split
into "Orthodox" and "Catholic" sects,
respectively. In the 16th century, there was
a movement in the West reacting to what
was seen as the growing wealth, seculariza-
tion, and corruption in the Catholic
hierarchy. This movement, the Reforma-
tion, was sparked by Martin Luther, a
monk and professor from modern-day East
Germany, and led to the break-up of the
Western Christians into the Roman
Catholic Church and a number of other
congregations, generically called Protes-
tant.
The ecumenical movement finds its roots
in the attempts by followers of Luther to
unite all those who had broken with the
Catholic communion. Though these at-
tempts were less than successful, as were the
contacts between the independent Church
of England (formed by King Henry VIII
after a dispute with the Catholic hierarchy
over their refusing him permission to annul
his marriage to Catherine of Aragon) and
the Orthodox Church of Constantinople,
the precedent was established for discus-
sions between Christians in' separate
groups. In the latter half of the twentieth
century, the ecumenical movement is led by
the World Council of Churches, in which
the vast majority of Christians are
represented by voting delegates or by
observers. Its latest general assembly, a
\
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Lebanon as a conflict between ethnic
groups, not between religious factions.
"There are plenty of Christians that do not
support the Maronites (the ruling faction in
Lebanon). When the American press por-
trays the Lebanese conflict as simply
Muslims vs. Christians, they're wrong."
Abrahamian said ethnic groups, no matter
in what country, clash with other ethnics
since they are competing for "who gets
what districts, schools, sewage plants and
electricity. In that respect, Lebanese politics
are not that different from New York
politics, except for the violence."
According to Abrahamian, religious fric-
tion is third in the scope of Middle Eastern
society. He said the "main antagonism"
was between the countries of the region and
foreign, external powers (U.S. or USSR).
Second most important factor: conflict be-
tween the states of the region.
Abrahamian, when asked if this religious
revival couldcontinue into the 21st century,
replied, "Islam in the Middle East, like
political Christianity in the West, will see a
decline in the future, mainly because people
will see that religion can't solve the
economic and social problems of the
region. "
He said it was easier for the clergy and
religious politicians to criticize the govern-
ment when they were outside that circle,
and they maintained "religion can solve all
problems." Once these former critics seize
power, they find the problems not im-
mediately solvable. Thus the public
becomes disappointed.
As an example, Abrahamian said,
"Reaganomics could fool a lot of people if
it were not implemented. Once it was im-
plemented, it couldn't solve the problems.
People got disillusioned with it."
groups to his list, among them nationalists,
communists, and people on both sides in
World War I.
Turning to the Iran-Iraq conflict,
Abrahamian said one could not equate the
causes completely with religious motiva-
tion. "On the Iranian side, the people who
go to fight are motivated by religion. This is
not true of the whole country. On the Iraqi
side, religion plays no part. Their troops are
much more motivated by secular na-
tionalism, fighting first for the Arab nation
and second for the Iraqi state."
Iraqi Moslem sects (Sunni and Shi'ite)
domestically do not get along, yet have
pulled together to fight Iran, Abrahamian
said. He said domestic religious quarrels are
superseded when faced with an outside
enemy, and likened to it to the U.S. "There
is a lot of conflict between American whites
and blacks, whites and Hispanics, but all
are Americans when it comes to the outside
world." .
Abrahamian termed the situation in
.ljI often used it to control their colonies -
Christianity being an ideal religion to pacify
the masses. Today, Ayatollah Khomeini
gives to the soldiers fighting the Iran-Iraq
"holy" war wooden keys to open the gates
of heaven in the event of death on the bat-
tlefield. The Middle East is torn with
religious factions seeking political
supremacy.
The West did well to separatechurch and
state. However, the West, and especially
the United States, is guilty of a very solip-
sistic attitude towards the Third World.
One hasto realize tha t often when the social
and economic institutions of a society are
relatively weak, the people derive their
cultural and ethnic identity and their
philosophical beliefs from religion. The
threat, then, as perceived by the communi-
ty's leaders is not directed toward the meta-
physical beliefs of their religion, but toward
their cultural identity. The religious wars of
the Middle Ages were fought to 'preserve
this identity from annihilation by the rulers.
Today, the motives of religious leaders
are political and economic. They strive for
greater advantages for their community.
The masses need to recognize the distinc-
tion between these two kinds of threats. For
a nation to survive and prosper, the na-
tional feeling must overridethe communal.
But the social forces must be strongenough
to foster nationalism. The constitution
alone cannot do it. It becomes the educated
leaders' responsibility not to exploit the
communal feelings of the often illiterate
and naive masses of countries like India, as
much as it is the State's responsibility to
make religious discrimination illegal.
By Aprajlta Sikri
The Sikh community in India is demand-
ing secession of the state of Punjab from
the nation. It is the culmination of demands
like fixed quota of Sikhs in the army. and
the right to have a radio station broad-
casting prayers and other religious messages
from the Sikh holy place - the GOlden
Temple. Most of the demands' are
economic. However, Sikh leaders have suc-
cessfully tapped the religious instincts of the
community for political gains.
Sikhism is an offshoot of Hinduism -
the predominant religion in India. Sikhism
evolved in the 15th century to resolve
exigencies like protecting the northern
borders of India from invaders. There-
fore, one often finds Sikh and Hindu
brothers. Intermarriages are frequent.
Sikhs and Hindus have lived harmoniously
as members of one community.
The economic success of the Sikhs ~ one
of the factors contributingto this harmony ~
Sikhs held 15 percent of the military jobs
until four years ago, and a virtual monopo-
ly in many areas of business like rhotor
parts and transportation. When 'these
monopolies started to wane, signs of un-
rest in the Sikh community could be read in
their political demands written all over the
public walls of New Delhi and Punjab.
When these were not satisfied by the central
government, the Sikh religious leaders pro-
pagated the ethnic differences of the'com-
munity and demanded a separate nation.
The use of religion for political ends is a
characteristic feature of 20th century
history. The British and French imperlalists
Abrahamian said the Middle East Is not
the only region where religion plays an im-
portant role in politics. He cited Northern
Ireland, where Protestant and Catholic
beliefs are at the root of the conflict.'
In addition, Abrahamian pointed to
United States politics, where "fundamen-
talist churches are backing right-wing can-
didates," the "Moral Majority" for exam-
ple. Abrahamian added, "The Khomeini's
of the Middle East have more in common
with the American fundamentalists, than
both would like. For them, a moral COde is
a strict interpretation of their religion."
Islam has enjoyed a revival in the last 30
years, Abrahamian said. Prior to this
religious resurgence, "secular ideas: were
predominant; nationalism and socialism
were in ascendancy, but these two ant now
l in the shadows," Abrahamian explained.
Abrahamian outlined what he saw as the
two major factors in this revival. "One: the
success of Israel has actually fueled this
revival; for in the Middle East, the Muslim
states were defeated by Israel in a number
of wars. Viae of the secrets of Israel's suc-
cess was said to be it is a religious society."
"Two: the sociologically more important
reason is that in the last 20 years, class (in
the Middle East) came to be politically
more important in the propertied, nUddl.
class. People like small entrepreneurs,
shop-keepers and technocrats, the children
of this class. Religion has always been im-
portant to them. Their ideology became
more important than secular concerns."
Asked if Islam distinctively attracts peo-
ple more willing to die for its' ideals,
Abrahamian countered, "Throughout the
ages, Christians have been willing to cije for
their religion; Buddhists have been Willing
to die for their religion." He added secular
Middle East Fundamentalists
By Ivan Cintron
Religion in the Middle East has usually
been viewed by the American press and
public as a form of political extremism.
Violence, politics and personal beliefs seem
like elements of the same volatile com-
pound. Yet this religious revival of both
Islam and Judaism is not much different
from the dominance of Christianity in
European society, economics and politics
until recent times.
The preceding is one of several points
raised by Ervand Abrahamian, professor of
history at Baruch College. In an interview
conducted in his office March 19, Abraha-
mian said, "At present, usually in the West,
religion is a personal commitment. In the
past in Europe, religious commitment
meant political commitment; there were
wars of religion fought. In the Middle East
now, it is similar to how Christianity was:
to be religiously committed, you have to be
politically committed.
Sikhs' Political Demands
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tunately, that bill was also killed.
In a country built on the foundation of
tolerance and understanding, legislating
religion into law is wrong. Ironically, many
of the proponents of such legislation brand
the Soviet Union "a godless evil empire."
Many of the laws they seek to pass in this
country are a way of life behind the Iron
Curtain, the only difference being that in
this country it is done in the name of God.
They fail to realize that restrictions on in-
dividual freedom are not justified for
religious or political reasons.
It is getting harder to say that those who
push for so-called moral issues are sincere,
well-intentioned people. In California
where a "gay rights bill" was just over-
turned by the legislature, State Senator
H.L. Richardson said, "Senators were
either with God or against Him. Senators
stood with deviates or they stood by the
Lord.v'Ttnstype of vicious attack in addi-
tion to having disturbing parallels to the
red-baiting of the McCarthy era, is also un-
Christian. Senator Ed Davis, a former chief
of the Los Angeles Police Department, sup-
ported the bill, and remained true to his
religious convictions. He said that it was a
Christian duty to love homosexuals like
anyone else,
Senator Lowell Weicker who led the
Senate against the school prayer amend-
ment summed it up best: "I hope we get
religion out of the political campaign of
1984. It has a great place in our national
life, but it has no place in politics."
claiming that it had jurisdiction over these
disputes.,.
On the other side of the issue, there arc
many people who feci strongly about block-
ing an amendment to the Constitution.
United States Senator from Connecticut,
Lowell P. Wcicker, Jr. (R)/is one who op-
poses the amendment. ..A child is free to
pray today. A child can pray during his
lunch hour ... A child can. An individual
can. That is total freedom. What the Sena-
tor [Orrin Hatch, Republican of Utah] is
doing in this amendment is to say that
freedom is no longer total, but rather cir-
cumscribed in a certain way. Anything that
is passed in the chamber makes that free-
dom all the less."
Besides opposing the amendment on
constitutional grounds, others feel that the
push for an amendment is part of a moral
duty on behalf of the administration. In a
national survey of religious attitudes, Alida
Brill, co-author of Dimensions ofToleralice
found this attitude: "The more deeply peo-
ple identified with their own religious be-
liefs, the more intolerant they were across
the entire array of civil liberties, from free
speech to gays' rights. "For me, that
means the Reagan administration's at-
tempts to impose a particular moral or re-
ligious standard on society threatens tol-
erance in America."
No matter which sideemerges victorious,
it canbe expected that the other will be
back to fight another day. Martin E. Marty,
a professor at the University of Chicago
Divinity School, sums it up best, "The
American experiment is still an experi-
ment. After more than 200 years, we are no
closer to resolving how to relate people's
religious lives to their civil lives than we
were in the days of Thomas Jefferson and
James Madison. "
There has been a disturbing trend
towards increased religious activity in the
American political system, and "the line be-
tween church and state has become
dangerously blurred.
The move towards greater religious par-
ticipation in politics that receives the most
attention occurs at the federal executive
level. President Reagan has' no qualms
about appearingbefore fundamentalist and
evangelical groups and declaring that there
has been "a spiritual rebirth" in this nation
after the "sexual and political promiscuity
of the 1970's."
The President has every right to express
his views before whatever group he
chooses, but what is improper is his efforts
to impose his views of morality on the
whole nation. This has been demonstrated
most recently by the school prayer proposal
which has fortunately been killed in the
Senate. If the President's proposal were
passed, there would have been a Constitu-
tional amendment overturning the Supreme
Court's decision banning school prayer.
The fact that such a proposal even made
it to the Senatedemonstrates the strengthof
religious forces in American politics. A
woman's freedom of choice has also been
challenaed. Re1ipous forces who consider
abortion immoral sought to deny any
woman the freCdoin to decide what she
~u1d or could not do with her body. For-
By Steven Appenzeller
Praying for no Prayers
Religious Intervention in Politics
By Michael Lashlnsky
In the middle of the 1984 Presidential
Election, a.heated political debate has
emerged. This debate concerns a proposed
amendment to the constitution sanctioning
some form of organized school prayer.
The topic of religion has always been a
strong one in American politics. The major
issue in this situation is the concept of
separation of church and state. This con-
cept is stated as part of the First Amend-
ment to the Constitution. "Congress shall
make no law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof." The problem is how each side in-
terprets this statement.
Onegroup, led by President Reagan, has
marshalled their forces in an attempt to
undo the Supreme Court decision of 1962
eliminating organized prayer in the public
schools. In an address to evangelical lead-
ers in Columbus, Ohio, the President por-
trayed the nation as suffering through a
sinful bout of government and sexual
promiscuity in the 1970's but then enjoying
a spiritual revival coinciding with the 1980
election. "I do believe that He has begun
to heal our blessed land," Reagan stated.
Other conservatives also support some
form of an amendment to the Constitution,
in accordance with their perception that the
Supreme Courtexceeded its authority in its
1962 decision. James McClellan, the direc-
tor of the Center for Judicial Studies is one
person who holds this belief. "What many
Americans do not realize is that one of the
primary purposes of the First Amendment
cstablishmcut clause was to guarantee to
the stares their jurisdiction over disputes
regarding church-state issues. But the Su-
preme Court has misinterpreted the clause,
.
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shopping.
"I feel very relaxed when I'm
shopping. I love shopping for
clothes." he said.
And, who is Reginald Pruitt?
"I'm not shy at all. I have a lot of
confidence in myself. I have a lot to
say-a lot to do. I'm just very
open. I'm all out there. I love peo-
ple. "
was nO-t going to buy. That's when
David reached into his bag of tricks
and came up with a new
idea-eooperative advertising on
jackets. ,
"A lot ofsmall businesses, or even
large'bus;nesses:roi'-YiJlfori/my-iet
up charge or don't want to invest
the money. / came up with the idea
I
t - . , 1 ;
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"How can I make it when Baruch
College has me worrying about
statistics?' ,
How does Reggie spend his time
away from school?
"I love going out. I have wild
and great friends. They are all dif-
ferent. They are all pleasurable."
He also said he enjoys dancing,
listening to music, making scrap-
books of his favorite stars, and
"Bow am IlIIake It wllea BanadI .... lDe,wOl'l'Jl-labout statistics?"
pact upon their memory. That's
what it's all about.
David always relates how one
thing can lead to another and he is
never afraid to start a conversation
with anyone. Through Don King's
office,be attended- a 'press con-
ference for the Jacksons at Tavern
on the Green. He first spoke to
"t~ U~1fI~
1fI~1It1. t ~
Sa A 4U ct"
Frankie Crocker, who then in-
troduced him to the Director of
Promotions at WBLS. At subse-
quent meetings with the promo-
tions director, it looked like David
was coming to a dead end. WBLS
The TIcker
Player, one of. the two starr-ing
role's in the school's presentation
of "Pippin."
"The best part of 'Pippin' was
'Join Us,' a song. That's
me- 'Join Us.' Anyone I
know-come on, come with me,"
Reggie said.
Besides allowing him to do his
"thing," stage work satisfies Reg-
gie's need to be noticed. He feels,
"You have to be recognized. That's
why you're here."
"I want to do something very,
very different-eerie. Eerie enough
to catch people's attention, like
Boy George. He's weird. I love it
because it catches your attention."
Reggie wants to continue cat-
ching people's attention after
graduation. "Even if I am making
money- in business, it's got to be in
an entertaining way. Everything
should be like fun," he said.
Reggie, however, considers the
business world as just a way station
on the path to a future in entertain-
ment. "In the future, I see myself
on stage, entertaining people, and
in good income bracket. I think I
have enough talent to make it," he
said.
Right now, Reggie feels he
doesn't have time to "make it."
<1/ read in the Post last September
that Don King was pursuing a con-
tract with the Jacksons. This is his
first big thing in the music industry;
he's- usually a boxing promoter.
Then I remembered driving past his
offlce~Dofi King· Promotions, at' '
69th and Madison. So I said 'Why
don't / give him a call?' / did and I
asked to speak to Don King. They
gave me his personal secretary and I
told her what I did. She said to
drop a card by. / wrote up a letter
and attached my card and / made
sure that / had my samples with me.
/ tried to get in to see her but / was
told to just leave my card at the
desk. / thought that it would get
lost with everybody else's and that /
would be forgotten in five minutes.
But that afternoon when / got
home there was a call from Don
King's office on my answering
machine. The next day / went back
with my samples and we started
talking. It's not definite about the
Jacksons. but I think I'm in the run-
ning for it. If anything comes up,
they know my name. That's the
main thing-I try to make an im-
MAN!
Some teachers feel 'Lwrote a book
and I'm here.' They don't teach
here. I think we teach ourselves.
Baruch College for me is just study-
ing for a test. And, after the test is
over, I wonder what I learned."
The classroom atmosphere is not
as open at Baruch as what he is
used to. Reggie said, "Manhattan
Borough, that was a college
because it was a family atmosphere.
Friends became like family to you.
Teachers became like family to
you. They took a personal interest
in you."
He said Theatron (the theater
club) is the only thing that's been
fun for him at Baruch. "When I'm
in Theatron, I don't feel like I'm in
Baruch."
Theatron has fueled Reggie's
long time interest in performing.
He said he's been interested in
en tertaining people since he was
six. "I used to pretend I was Ed
Sullivan and I had the Beatles and
Diana Ross and the Supremes on. I
always wanted to be a singer.' Then
acting came into it," he added.
In the spring of '82, Reggie audi-
tioned for Baruch's production of
"Forum," and he landed a small
part. The following spring, Reggie
landed the role of the Leading
Jacksons' Tour, and a syndicated
TV show, "Lifestyles of the Rich
and Famous".
<1/ usually like to make my connec-
tions in the social aspect ofthings. I
start talking with whomever I can
get a hold of. / happen to know the
chief of security at Studio 54. It
took a while to get the 54 account,
about 3 months. But that was my
first big one. / make my connec-
tions by getting personal with peo-
ple, like at the 23rd Street Bar &
Grill. / went in there one night with
a jacket and the owner asked me
about it. He wasn't interested in
jackets for his place but a few
months later he asked me. . 'Can
you do embroidered sweat shirts?' .
/ basically can do everything. I'm a
service business. That's what
makes me different from other
businesses that do jackets - I'll go
there; ['II take the initiative to
please my clients.
David does some cold calling for
new accounts. He gets his leads
from the daily papers, The Wall
Street Journal, Advertising Age,
and Variety.
EH
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Sentenced to die for not having
lived a worthwhile life, Reginald
Pruitt is on, the run from Death.
No, Reggie is not terminally ill. He
is just the lead in Baruch College's
production of "Eh-Man!" which
will run from April 4 - 7.
The second oldest of seven
children, Reggie is a 24-year-old
senior majoring in marketing. Reg-
gie said he chose to major in
marketing because: "I can stretch
my ideas. Play around with them.
Make money." He added, "I think
everything you do is marketing."
Even though he's intent on get-
ting his business degree, Reggie said
"That piece of paper is not
everything. I want it because I've
come so far."
Reggie transferred to Baruch in
1981 from Borough of Manhattan
Community College. He chose to
remain in CUNY because of the
low tuition and came to Baruch
because of its reputation as the best
business school in CUNY.
Baruch, however, has failed to
live up to its billing. According to
Reggie, "Baruch College is boring,
very boring. The teachers don't
take a personal interest in you.
By Manny Taveras
..
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The Day Session
Student Governlllent
ANIGHT
Tickets:
Featuring: D.J.'s Hodwin Watson, Waine Cobbs, & Alfred Phillips
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books that may be of help to you if
you are interested in writing or art.
They will help you to see how these
fields fit into the New York style.
•••
If you are interested in the Arts
Apprenticeship Program contact
Claire D. Tankel, Program Direc-
tor at the "NYC DejXirtment of
Cultural Affairs, 2 Columbus Cir-
cle, NY, NY 10019. (212) 974-1150.
work,331 Clarke, Suite 329 West-
mount, Montreal Canada, H3Z
2E7.
Entertainment: Whether you
want to go to a movie, theater, or
discotheque, they are all to be
found in Montreal. Check the local
newspapers and magazines for in-
formation. At night, the lively
spots include, Old Montreal, St.
Denis St., and St. Catherine St.
The sports fan can catch the Cana-
diens at the Forum, and the Expos
at Olympic Stadium.
Getting There: All that's needed
to travel to and from Canada and
the United States is identification
showing you are a US citizen. (a
birth certificate or driver's license
is usually sufficient).
Gettln6 TMn By Air: Eastern
Airlines offers five daily flights to
Montreal with flight time approx-
imately 1 hr. and 20 minutes. Ifyou
travel between Monday and Thurs-
day, book your flight 14 days
before you leave, and stay over one
Saturday night, the fare will be
$"50.00 round trip. Air Canada of-
fers five flights Sunday-Friday and
a super-saver fare-of $ISO.08.
By Rail: Amtrak has two daily
trains to MontrcfaI and roundtrip
coach is $79.00.
By Bus: Greyhound offers seven
daily departures to Montreal and
the roundtrip fare is $89.00.
By Auto: Use the Lincoln Tunnel
and then 9W up to Route 87 (Nor-
thway) which will take you to Mon-
tral.
~..
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College Work-Study program, you
must find out if you qualify for col-
lege work-study through an Urban
Corps position. If you are not eligi-
ble, and still would like to par-
ticipate, contact the AAP program
staff. Academic credit is also
available.
71Je New York Fine Artists'
Source Book and The New York
Writer's Source Book are two
TIle artist aad New Yon.
FEATURES
A ...... of stadeDt art.
tember. Adjacent to Man and
His World is La Ronde, Montreal's
most popular amusement park with
over 38 rides and attractions, which
is open weekends in late April
through mid-June and daily during
the summer.
Mount Royal-located just north
of the downtown area, this moun-
tain rises 752 feet above sea level
giving you a great view of Montreal
and its environs. You can climb up
Mt. Royal or can take the #11 bus
from the Mt. Royal Metro Station.
Guided Tours: If you prefer to
have someone take you around
Montreal, tours include: 'Greater
Montreal,' a 2VI-nOur tour,or'De-
luxe Montreal, ' 4hours. AD tours
leave from Dominion Square in
Downtown Montreal and prices
start at $3.40.
Lodging-Some or the more
moderately priced hotels in Mon-
treal include: Le Royal Roussillon,
1610 St. Hubert St., (prices start
from $26 a night), Hotel Colon-
nade, 1366 Dorchester Blvd., West,
and Hotel de Province, 1484 Dor-
cehster Blvd., West. If you feel
adventurous, you might want to
stay with a Montreal family instead
of in a hotel, write: Montrea1ers at
Home A Bed and Breakfast Net-
The TIcker
Montreal,
Quehec
a few buses running on major
streets in the early morning hours.
The Sights: Old Montreal-
Bordered by Mcgill and Berri
Streets, is where the city was
first settled over 300 years ago.
Highlights -include Notre-Dame
Church dedicated in 1829, Place
Jacques Cartier, once the main
marketplace, and Notre-Dame-de
Bonsecours Chapel, the oldest
church in the city. As you walk
along the cobblestoned streets,
you'll also discover boutiques,
cafes, and in the summer, artists
displaying their work on
sidestreets. To reach Old Montreal.
surrounded by interesting art crea-
tions, the display area provides the
peaceful atmosphere we all need to
concentrate on our studies.
Take a walk over to 26th Street
and have a look at the creative
abilities of your fellow students - -
you might discover that even you
have the desire to create!
There are many fields of art
which may be of interest. These in-
clude music, playwriting,
photography, sculpture, and ballet.
Each field is conducted in a par-
ticular fashion according to the
profession and artist.
The artists are the base of the arts
apprenticeship program. They
structure and organize the program
of work for the apprentice. The ar-
tists are required to teach, super-
vise, and evaluate the student.
"Anyone in art should ex-
perience this kind of thing," says
Claire Tankel the program director.
Over 100 students are placed each
semester. "Not only is it good for
art students, but business as well,"
Ms. Tankel states. She feels that the
experience is a good one for any
major. The reason is that in the
program students are faced with the
problems of the everyday business
world.
Last year Baruch College was
directly involved with the program.
Unfortunately this year, you have
to get involved on your own. As of
now the college is not involved with
AAP, but encourages students to
become apartor it. First, since stu-
dent apprentices are paid through
the Urban Corps and the Federal
take the Metro to Champ de Mars
or Place d'Armes stations.
Downtown MontrItJJ- is where all
of the major department stores are.
Also located aowntown is one of
the many underground shopping
malls in Montreal, Place Ville
Marie. This mall contains super-
markets, restaurants, boutiques,"
cinemas, and is connected to cen-
tral Station, The Queen Elizabeth
Hotel, Place Bonaventure, Place du
Canada, Wmsor Station, and The
Chateau Champlain Hotel.
Man and His World (Tern des
Homm~s)-Located on Sainte
Helene Island, this is an annual
event held on the site of Expo '67.
There are seventy pavilions belong-
ing to various nations, and
restaurants serving various ethnic
foods. Man and His World is open
. from mid-June through early Sep-
'.
By Marina R. Case
.A Creative Contact
Baruchians who need an occa-
sional break from the hustle-
bustle of the cafeteria, or those who
find the libraries just a trifle boring,
might find the Rotating Art Gallery
the perfect place to be to' relax, to
study, or to enjoy the art work of
their fellow students. Furnished
with large, comfortable chairs and
"Art is like a wonderful disease.
You don't get it by reading about
it. Only through personal contact
with someone already infected-an
artist, " says Bess Meyerson, Com-
missioner for the Arts Appren-
ticeship Program.
Through the Department of
Cultural Affairs, talented beginners
are aligned with experienced
masters. This results in an educa-
tional and enriching reward for the
student as well as pleasure for the
artist: This "artist-student" rela-
tionship is the most traditional and
effective method of training.
There are 200 artists and 157
non-profit organizations currently
participating in the program and
over 3,000 college students have
participated in the past. The
students are able to develop
marketable skills, learn artistic pro-
cesses from conception to comple-
tion, and educate themselves in a
different way from the ordinary
classroom _method of teaching.
~ After completing the program,
the students are often equipped for
a job, and can accomplish' their
work while facing the realities of an
artist's life.
population outside of France.
However, it is also a city where
both French and English are
recognized as official languages-
exciting, and unique. Montreal
does have other ethnic areas which
include Chinatown on La Gauche-
tiere Street, a Greek area on Park
Ave., and an Italian neighbor-
hood in the north end of the city.
Should you want to see what ac-
tivities are taking place in these
areas, check local community
papers.
Getting Around: The best way to
see Montreal is by foot or the
pneumatic tired Montreal Metro
(subway). The fare on the Metro is
85¢ but you can purchase a book
of 14 tickets for $9. Be warned
however that the Metro shuts down
between 1 a.m. and 5 a.m. with iust
•.
.'
By Sonja Dunlop
Art: A Rotating Gallery
Unknown to many students,
Baruch features a unique Rotating
Art Gallery, located at the rear of
the tenth floor in the 26th Street
building. The atmosphere, created
by painter/instructor Ray Ciarrochi
and his students gives onlookers the
feeling of being in a real museum.
Both the diversity of the art forms
and the manner in which they are
exhibited contribute to this authen-
tic museum atmosphere.
The exhibits are changed approx- 1-----------------------------
imately every three weeks, hence
the name Rotating Art Gallery.
Many various forms and levels of 1---------------
art are exhibited, ranging from sim-
ple sketch drawings to detailed
mosaic collages, free-standing art
constructions, and beautiful still
life paintings.
The art studio courses offered by
Baruch range from introductory
level drawing and painting classes
to advanced forms of painting and
sculpture. These art courses are
open to any Baruchian who is will-
ing to allow his/her creative
abilities to surface, or to anyone
who wants to improve their artistic
abilities.
The display area was created by
the Art Department to exhibit ex-
amples of student creativity.
Caroline Rosenberg, presently en-
rolled in an art studio course, says,
"It gives us a psychological lift to
see our art work displayed."
The Rotating Art Gallery is also
used as a means of choosing the ex-
hibits which will be displayed in an
art exhibit at the end of the semes-
ter, scheduled to be shown toward
the end of April, on the main floor
of the 24th Street building. At this
time)' the semester's best art work"
will be exhibited for all to observe
and enjoy.
By Peter Stenzel
Located only 350 miles north of
New York, Montreal is the ideal
place to visit for a quick and inex-
pensive. Since the U.S. dollar is
worth more than the Canadian dol-
lar, your money will buy more in
Montreal. This is important for
students who have limited financial
resources but still want a short
vacation.
First settled by the French ex-
plorer Paul de Chomedey, Sieur of
Maisonneuve in 1642 and called
Ville Marie, Montreal has since
grown into a cosmopolitan city
with a population over two million
and has been called "The Paris of
North America."
With two-thirds of Montreal's
population of French descent, this
city has the largest French-speaking
) . ".:'
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bearing such names as Ivan the Ter-
rible, the Moscow Mule, Uncle
Vanya, Pavlova, Nureyev, and
Pushkin.
For dessert, Seymour had
Blackberry Wine Jello and ice
cream. The only disappointment
was when Seymour realized he
couldn't afford to eat at the Tea
Room every day. At least not yet.
That's what Seymour was think-
ing about as he paid tue check. No,
no famous people showed up. At
least no one Seymour recognized.
But oddly enough, every once in a
while when somebody passed by
Seymour, they would look at him
to see if maybe he was someone
famous, a fun feeling which'
Seymour could get used to quite
easily. But then, when "the feeling.
subsided, Seymour realized why so
many people might go to the' Rus- .
sian Tea Room. Not to be famous
or to see famous people" "but simp- ""
Iy because it's an exciting place to
eat.
ethnic . mix; . fromfljsparlics, to
whites, to blaas. to Orientals. We
play for everyone. BLS has a
broader black base and KISS is
pretty much like BLS. Most radio
stations, if they want to be suc-
cessful, have to play everything. I
think those radio stations are very
good if it works for them. As long
as this town has a radio situation
that appeals to everybody. "
Success, to G. Keith, means not
having to work as hard as he does
and still having the convenience in
life that he has always wanted.
"When opportunity meets
preparedness, you have success.
Now I have the opportunity and I
am prepared, and I have a small
measure of success. Success would
be, one day, not having to work 7
days a week and then still being
able to afford the things in life that
I would like to have, and having so-
meone to share it with is very im-
portant."
Alexander ended the interview as
he would a radio show. U Henry
Ford once said, 'if you think you
can, you can. If you think you
can't, you can't.' You're right in
both instances. And when
somebody tells you that it is im-
possible for you to do something,
the word impossible only describes
the degree of difficulty one must go
through. Nothing is impossible, so
have a great day and a better one
to~orrow. Don't judge your
brothers too harshly until you've
walked the mile in his athletic shoes,
and remember, life is tough 'Jut
you're tougher." '
" Iife ] h••• I IS toug _,
but you're tougher."
~~zt:ye~
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have Belugu Malossal caviar at
$42.00 an ounce, or maybe Osetra
Molossal caviar at only $38.00 an
ounce. How about the Russian
Team Room specialties, like Egg-
plant a La Russe (in the style of
Russia) or Mushroom a La Russe
or Cotelette a La Kiev or even Luli
Kebab. That particular dish sound-
ed like the name of one of
Seymour's great aunts. But instead
of any of these dishes, Seymour
went with the good old-fashioned
mushroom and bacon omelette,
and instead of trying the
Shandegyphaf, Seymour realized
he could also try one of the many
imported Vodkas, like Banzai from
Japan, Zytinia from Poland, Kord
for Czechoslovakia, Closter
Edeleveiss from Germany, and, of
course, Stolichnaya, from Russia.
The menu included the exact
temperatures that the Vodkas
would be served, anywhere from 80
to 100 degrees. The Vodka
Cocktails also looked appealing,
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not as easy as one thinks. It takes
more than agood voice. If takes "at-
titude, persistence, and knowing
how to play the game. But if you
can get beyond all of that and
become a dj, more power to you."
Is one's racial or ethnic
background important in radio?
"No, but some people sound dif-
ferently and radio stations are after
ratings and they do not want to
turn certain types of listeners off.
They think that white listeners may
not enjoy listening to blacks.
Sometimes the voices or pronuncia-
tion of certain words is a giveaway.
It is a little different in NYC. If you
are black, you could possibly work
on a radio station and play music
for whites. Johnny Allen sounds
black, but he works on KTU and
plays records for everybody. Paco
has an accent, but people like him
anyway. That is only in New York.
He could not work anywhere else.
You can't judge the whole country
by New York. Its not fair. And we
fought against that, and I have even
fought against my agent." Alex-
ander confided that his agent had
only recommended him for black
commercial spots, while Alexander
thought he could, "do
everything. "
As for the all black or all white
format in radio, he replied, "I
think that in some markets, all
white and all black radio stations
have their place. I think some
markets ought to mix it up because
people are a little more
sophisticated or more liberal than
when they were a back in the 60's or
early 70's. KTU plays for all of
New York. We have a very good
The Gentleman at WKTU
The TIcker
never been to Russia, but he
imagined this would be exactly how
The Russian Tea" Room would be
designed. Absolutely no chrome
anywhere. Everytime he expected
to see chrome, instead he saw brass.
Beautiful, perfectly polished brass.
The staircase leading to the upstairs
dining room was lined by brass
walls and brass handrails .
Beautiful, perfectly polished brass,
everywhere.
About 5 minutes passed and the
waiter came over and asked
Seymour if he wanted anything to
drink from the bar.
"Can I get you anything to
drink, sir?" _
UDo you have any Russian
beer?"
UNo sir, but we do have
something similar. It's called
'Shandegyphaf", ..
uWhat's that?"
UYou mix either a bottle of
Heinken or a bottle of Michelob
with Near Beer. If you've never
tried it, it's really quite deli-
cious. "
HO.K. ['I(try it. "
"What kind of beer sir?"
"Heinken please. "
"Right away sir. "
The waiter returned with a bottle
of Heinken and a bottle of Near
Beer. He explained once again that
one should mix both beers together
to make Shandegyphaf. It's like a
Russian ale. The waiter asked
Seymour if he was ready to order.
Seymour was not ready. He had to
look at the menu first. While
reading through it he saw he could
the glamour and glitter is there?
"Oil, yes. I either create it or I seek
it out. It can be fun, especially in
New York. This is the mecca of glit-
ter and glamour. This is the place
to be if you are going to be a dj.
Everybody in radio tries to get to
New York because they figured this
is where the money is."
Sitting on a gray L-shaped
couch and sipping orange juice, G.
Keith laughingly told how one
night out in Long Branch, Long
Island, fans chased him and his col-
leagues through and around the
haunted house to their limousine.
Why are fans so persistent? "We
represent fun to them, their
favorite music and artist. Being on
the radio, they allow us to come in-
to their homes, cars, schools, and
they feel like they know us and they
want to get a piece of us-to touch
us or get a signature."
One of the responsibilities G.
Keith feels towards his fans is,
"always showing myself in a
positive light, giving my listeners
something to look up to, to reach
for. ". Most of the contemporary
listening audience is 13 to 14 years
old and up. "We leave impressions
on them, and it is always best not to
be heard cursing in public. I want
them to say, 'if G. Keith can do it, I
can do it'."
What advice would he give to
others who would like to enter the
radio business'?
"In my heart, I want to en-
courage them. I find thatE"sometimes I must tell the truth and
- they may not want to hear the~ truth. ' 'Alexander advises students
t to' 'stay in school and get into the
~ communications department. ATS
~ and NBS are broadcasting schools
Q which will train you, but there is no
; guarantee you will get a job. Get a
... job in a radio station doing
anything that is available." Said
Alexander, "I want to encourage
them but I know the real deal. It is
left was a sign that read, "Proper
attire required." He also noticed a
coat check booth without a coat
checker in it. Straight ahead was
the dining room. Well lit, but not
blinding. Smooth and easy he walk-
ed, with a slow stride. Seymour, be-
ing a somewhat rambunctious
fellow, was now in total control.
The epitome of a true gentleman.
The hostess asked Seymour his
name and then motioned for a
waiter to come over and seat him.
Walk this way, the waiter gestured,
and Seymour did just that. He
followed the waiter to a table that
was against the wall just as re-
quested. The waiter pulled out the
table, waited for Seymour to be
seated, and then replaced the table
accordingly. Seymour was brought
a menu immediately. So far the ser-
vice has been excellent, he told the
waiter with his eyes. A goblet with
chilled water, and fresh, but not
warm, bread was brought soon
after. The basket contained three
slices of black bread, (dark
pumpernickel) four slices of square
whole wheat bread, one whole
wheat roll, one salted bread roll,
and an unwrapped fresh slab of
butter.
While sipping his water and nib-
bling away at the wide variety of
breads, Seymour gazed around the
room, tantalized by the art work
that covered almost every inch of
the forest green walls of the room.
The table cloths were a soft pink,
the chairs a ruby red with white
wooden frames. Seymour had
be in radio or continue school. You
cannot do both." So G. Keith quit
Fordham University where he was
studying to become an attorney,
and began his work in radio.
He started his career at WHBI by
buying IS minutes worth of air time
every Tuesday morning at 5:30. He
would say, "hello," play 3 records,
and say "good-bye." When WLIB
later became WBLS, Alexander got
_ a break. His talent, warmth, and
charisma were positive assets,
rewarding him with success at
WBLS.
When asked if being a dj was all
glamour and show business, G.
Keith grinned and said, "A lot of
guys do not think that radio is show
biz. They think it is a different
kind of animal. I get out into the
night life, into the parties, and I try
to incorporate a bit of show biz into
it and I think it has worked." So all
G. Kelda: No canllla ID p.bIIe.
By Joan Chin
P8le12
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"Hello, The Russian Tea Room••• "
By Matthew S. Nadler
From making the reservations, to
receiving the check, having lunch at
The Russian Tea Room was just as
Seymour Hamilton imagined it
would be. Fit for a King.
HHello, The Russian Tea Room.
Reservations, may I help you?"
.. Yes, I'd like to reserve a table
for one, maybe two, for tomor-
row at 11:30 a.m. Please make
sure that it's a table against the
wall please. "
Seymour hated to be in the mid-
dle of a dining room. It's usually
the noisiest there, besides which,
someone once told him that you get
the best view from against the wall.
You know - just in case someone
famous walks in.
"Yes, that can be arranged. And
your name, sir?"
"Seymour Hamilton. "
"O.K., thank you. "
"Excuse me. Where exactly are
you located. "
"On 57th Street, between 6th
and 7th A venue. A little to the
left of Carnegie Hall. "
Sure enough, there it was, a little
to the left of Carnegie Hall. The
Russian Team Room is adorned
with a red awning with white let-
ters. Above the awning, flapping in
the wind, was a yellow flag with
what looked like a king's crown
sewn onto it, and the initials RTH.
Seymour walked through the
revolving doors which were made
of brass and stained glass. As he
entered The Russian Tea Room, the
first thing he noticed to the extreme
Looking like he came straight
from the. pages of Genueman '.s
Qwarterly, wearing a tilted cap,
which gave him a "hip" look,
flashing a smile that would melt any
lady's heart, and possessing a warm
personality which penetrates the
cold; that is G. Keith Alexander as
he walks into a room, even when he
is half an hour late.
G. Keith, the smooth talking
weekend disc jockey on WKTU,
does not overwhelm with jewelry,
like Mr. T. In fact, he only wears a
watch on his left wrist, and a ring
revealing his initials on the third
finger of his right hand.
When he was first starting out,
Alexander was given an ultimatum
by the program director at WLIB
who said, "Either you're going to
,._-.~
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workers are required to carry passbooks at
all times (as though they are the usurpers),
or face arrest. Against all this, Sun City
stands in the "free" land of BOphuthat-
swana, wooing mediocre European and
American entertainers to perform at its
resorts in Pretoria's contemptible bid for
legitimacy. One leaves the theatre with an
increased awareness of South Africa's cul-
ture and institutions.
If Woza Albert! seems tame, it is, but of
necessity. Messrs. Mtwa and Ngema had a
message they wished to share not only' with
international audiences, but with their peo-
ple at horne. This show was conceived by
the actors and later collaboration included
their director, Barney Simon, of South
Africa's Market Theatre. So in one respect
it took a bittersweet fable of salvation to
grant these men artistic license in a land
whose government practices official cen-
sorship. Were •Morena' to arrive in South
Africa via .• J umbo jet," ••airmail from
Jerusalem," no doubt He would be deemed
revolutionary. There's no doubt jhe Prime
Minister (who is wonderfully mimicked,
along with other authority figures) would
'denounce even Him, But -this-play·s-mes- '
sage is an optimistic one, and}t is this
feeling that sweeps over its audience. Bear
in mind: when Morena arrives. He cannot
understand Afrikaans.
WOD Albert! is playing at the Lucille
Lortel Theatre, 121 Christopher Street
(W~8782).Directing and set design is by
Barney Simon, lighting design by Mannie
Manim.
If "nuking" Christ in order to stop His
mission seems like hyperbole, consider
only the god-forsaken system that might
stoop to such measures.' ..
~~~~~ Abe17Ulthy
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that they carry. On the other hand, the
photographs of Leslie Szendy read easily
and appeal with their clarity and quality of
print.
ute glider the state: Goa.. take a mInde.
cian." Morena is jailed in the notorious
high-security Robben Island prison (where
African political prisoners are held), but
soon breaks out and walks on water toward
Cape Town. The government quickly orders
a helicopter patrol to stop Morena, and in
their zeal they "nuke" Him (and level Cape
Town). Three days later, Morena is resur-
rected and appears (for the first time in this
production, as all the earlier scenes merely
describe His works) in a graveyard to resur-
rect the fallen heroes of the South African
struggle for democracy. Woza means
'arise.' and the title Woza Albert! is a call
which beckons Albert Luthili (leader of the
outlawed African National Congress and
Nobel Peace laureate) to arise, along with
Steven Biko and Robert Sobukwe, and lead
his people to victory.
Woza Albert1 is a stunning work. Its
heartfelt a capella chants and driving per-
cussion enhance the vibrancy of this very
comic show. Its dialogue is both strange
and familiar - so many Anglo idioms have
found their way to South Africa's shores,
particularly those scatological.
(Lest we forget Albion's many contribu-
tionsto the . -. . advancement of western
cutture.) Woza Atbert! offers so many
glimpses of life under totalitarianism.
Pejoratives like "kaffer" and "Zulu boy"
are bandied about recklessly and the trage-
dy of forced racial concentration into non-
arable' homelands' is realized in these
telling portraits of state-induced privations.
Whole families and almost all women are
forced to remain in these territories while
the men must literally beg for work in
metropolitan centers like Johannesburg's
Albert Street, where laborers solicit
passers-by in their cars. The men. we
learn, live in all-male hostels and get to see
their families only at Christmas-time. The
es~aDy when juxtaposed with Salvatore
Vigilant's works. In Mr. Vigilant's work the
whole emphasis is placed on lighting which
creates a dramatic effect that only hurts his
work, confusing the clear and simple point
Greenbaum to the second Great War
underline a glaring shallowness, not unlike
stupidity, in this burlesque. This show is to
the First WorId War what Hogan 's Heroes
was to the Second; both succeed in reduc-
ing serious matters to stark ridiculous non-
sense. '
Yet Ball enjoyed a "healthy" run in Los
Angeles and is on its way to doing the same
here. (C.R.- Russell's crude advertisement
for the show, "depicting the Dutchess fond-
ling Armbruster's crotch is, no doubt•. the
hook without which this play would be of
little interest.) Stage manager is' Lisa
Kirsch, Peggy Eisenhauer is the lighting
designer, Margaret Winer is choreog-
rapher, costumes- designer is Susan
Frances. Richard Vitzhum is the composer
and lyricist and Daniel Wilson is the direc-
tor.
A must for lovers of camp.
• • •
Woza Albert! is a critically acclaimed
South African theatre work which depicts
what might happen if the Christian messiah
Jesus Christ (Morena) were to stage His
Second Coming in that repressive right-
wing police state. Actors Percy Mtwa and
Mbongeni Ngema portray dozens of char-
acters from many different walks of African
life. At first Morena's arrival is met with
disbelief; a tailor, a barber and other work-
ers scoff at the idea of Morena's return.
Yet when news reports confirm that He is
come, the people respond with an inkling
of hope: perhaps Morena will see that the
workers "needn't toil anymore" and may
get the barber a nice shop, with tiles, so
that he needn't work outdoors. The disen-
franchised indigenes are humbled by His
presence and look toward a glorious, not a
bloody reversal of power. As Morena'6e-
comes more vocal in His criticisms, the
P-I'erona·goVenunent-l"ejects Him- ~dis,.
misses Him as "a cheap communist magi-
also in charge of graphics and all technical
editing for the school's business review
Dollars and Sense. (Two of the exhibited
photographs were even published in the last
two issues of the magazine.) All of this is
apparent and it probably explains why it
seems that the main point of the
photographs is on making a comment
rather than an artistic effect.
Even though the pictures probably
should have been titled, they stand on their
own very well. The most successful and the
most beautiful one is the photograph nick-
named by everybody The Egg. The ex-
ceptional quality print represents an enlarg-
ed egg with the chick made of a dollar bill.
Unlike the others, this photograph has
some abstract quality - a well balanced re-
lationship between the aesthetics of the -, '.
shape and the actual message-of the image.
Less original and successful but as well
photographed and printed is the photo-
graph that Leslie calls The Garbage. It is
the picture of a brown paper bag full of
dollar bills. This makes a nice point, but the
title is needed to help establish the associa-
tion.
The only unsatisfactory photograph
presents a stack of chocolates shaped and
wrapped as coins; one of them is unwrap-
ped and melting, but due to the arrange-
ment of the objects it is hard to see right
away what is going on in the picture. Fur-
thermore, the visual qualities of the
photograph are not interesting enough to
warrant a second viewing, and point out the
focus of the photograph. The image is plac-
ed right in the middle of the print and there
is too much plain white background around
it.
Although Leslie's works cannot be com-
pared with all the different media included
in this exhibition, their quality comes out.
John Jiler's Ball, a song and dance revue
playing at the ritzy Greene Street Cafe
Theatre (101 Greene Street), is a lively
spoof of upper-crust 'British society just,
before the First World War. Our eight
players are dancing the night away in the
ballroom of the Dutchess of Trent (Susan
Morgenstern). who's involved with the
dashing Lord Armbruster (Philip Good-
wyn), who is in turn involved with her
daughter-in-law, "Lady Bottomley' (Anne
O'Sullivan), whose husband he seeks to
cuckold. Meanwhile, Lord Bottomley (Paul
Mullins) falls :prey' to Countess Hun
(Martha Horstman). one of two German
spies attempting to weasel out information
on British naval maneuvers. Stereotypical
ugly American Ralph Greenbaum (Mike
Lisenco), to whom "royalty doesn't mean
shit," is bored out of his meager wits and
wishes only to .. get laid .• , But his wife
Nora Greenbaum (Marcia McIntosh) is
tricked into believing Countess and Count
Hun's (Michael McKenzie, whose punkish
hair-do rather clashes with 1914 coiffure)
allegations that it is the Dutchess, "the
woman in the red thing," who's a spy. So
"while Europe totters like a drunk on the
edge of war, ,. the spies have all but con-
vinced this dim-witted American housewife
that it's her duty to 'save England and also
Cleveland. '
The diabolical plot is finally exposed and
the Archduke has been shot. "Let no one
be afraid to die in glorious victory," they
sing. "Huns." sexual intrigue and flip: the
plot sickens.
Ball is clearly amusing; there's some
apprecia tion for elegance still. and its
dances (waltz, tango and cakewalk) are
charming. Each one of the players has a
lovely, operatic voice and their harmonies
rival any at our music halls. Yet the frip-
~fy.'"surrounding Mr. Jiler's treatment of
a catastrophic war deserves some note.
RefeFcnccs, to- ., zee Ka-isel"," • 'He-r£
Horscht" and a-curious reference-by Mrs.
Leslie feels that "the image should be
sculptural, not just as means of recording a
moment, but as an expression of the man
who formed it." He also added that he
wants to have "the complete control" over
the created image, and that it is only image
that matters, not the lighting or other ef-
fects. And this is exactly what he achieves in
his black and white photographs. Each of
them has a message that comes across
almost after the first glance. This straight-
forwardness is achieved by -placing the ac-
cent only on the image. The background is
always empty, and the black and white con-
trasts are strong, with the. focus at the
center where the image is always placed.
Probably the best example of Leslie's work
would be the photograph that, even though
it is untitlcct, Leslie refers to as New
York. It presents the skyline of downtown
Manhattan made of coins; an image like
this makes a definite statement.
The other three photographs have the
same illustrative effect. They are also con-
cerncd with money, which seems to be. one
of Leslie's major topics; after all, hc is a
Baruch student. Leslie is majoring in adver-
tising and minoring in graphic arts; he is
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South African Stunner
Young Artists do get the chance to ex-
hibit in New York. It may not be 57th Street
or SoHo, but the Ollantay Gallery (the
oldest and only Hispanic gallery in Queens)
can be a good start. It is this gallery that
from March 2nd to March 24th exhibited
works of five talented beginners at the
group show entitled" Young Artists."
Along with Patricia Eljaiek 's fantasy mixed
media works, Pedro Celim's ink drawings,
Cesar Ramon's etchings and painting, 'two
photo exhibits were presented: Salvatore
Vigilant, and Baruch student Leslie Szendy.
Baruch Photographer:
The Focus is Fiscal
/
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that are too high for them to
realize.
The question remains, who is the
most -cape\)kt- -o{ win~ing the
Stanley Cup this year? If we look at
the top contenders carefully, we see
that this year's playoffs are un-
predictable. Edmonton will win the
Smythe Division playoff, unless
there is a major upset, and I believe
only Winnipeg is capable of pulling
one off in that division. Minnesota
seems to be the only serious con-
tender in the Norris Division, so
look for them to play against the
Oilers or the Jets. Either the Oilers
or the Jets will play in the finals.
The Wales Conference, however,
is too tough to predict. As the
teams stand right now, only Mon-
treal has no realistic chance of sur-
viving past the first round. A good
bet, though, in the Adams Division
is Boston. They have outstanding
goaltending and a very spirited,
although old, and consistent team.
The Patrick Division is not as easy
to predict. Washington has been
playing outstanding hockey, but
their relative inexperience in the
playoffs may cost them. I stitt
believe that they are the team to
beat in this division. The Broad
Street Bullies, a.k.a, flyers, will
probably lose in the first round
simply because they cannot skate
with the quicker Caps or Rangers.
The Islanders remain the favorite to
win .1he--CuP...bJl1.~..haYe_s.h_o.M1 ..
-periods of inconsis&eAcles. -in their
play, and the fact that they carried
three goaltenders throughout most
of the season shows that they are,
no doubt, interested in trading one
of them after the season is over.
Goaltenders tend to play erratically
when they are aware they may be
traded. The Rangers, on the other
hand, have shown that they have
one of the most consistent
goaltenders in Glen Hanlon, but
they have been a great example of
inconsistent play as a team. Look
for them to come out of their strug-
gle before the playoffs and play
Boston for the Wales title.
If the Rangers learn how to beat
the Bruins, they have a very good
chance of winning the Stanley Cup.
By Orest Mandzy
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With the 1983-84 NHL season
coming to a close, the playoffs pro-
mise to be the most exciting in the
past few years. With a few games
left to play, the final divisional
standings are still undecided. Only
. the Minnesota North Stars and the
Edmonton Oilers, of the Norris and
Smythe Divisions respectively, have
clinched division titles. Teams in
the Wales Conference are still in a
heated battle to determine who
plays who and who gets the home-
ice advantage in the upcoming
playoffs.
The Patrick Division, home of
the local teams, the New York
Rangers, Islanders, and the New
Jersey Devils, has the Rangers,
Islanders, Ayers, and Capitals
fighting for the ever-important
home-ice advantage. As it stands
right now, anyone of these four
teams can end up in first place,
although the Islanders and the
Capitals have the edge. The way the
playoffs are arranged, - the first-
place team plays the fourth-place
team and the second-place team
plays the third-place team.
The other divisions, the Adams,
Norris, and Smythe, are also en-
gaged in bitter feuds. In the Adams
Division, the fight for first is a
three-way fight involving Boston,
Buffalo, and Quebec; Montreal is
certain to end up in fourth. Min-
~.......~.... nesotahas guaranteeditself a flrst-
place finish, but the fight for sec-
ond, third, and fourth is a bitter
one between S1. Louis, Detroit, and
Chicago. In the less exciting
Smythe Division, the Great Gretzky
and his gang have clinched not only
the divisional title, but also the con-
ference title. Calgary, Vancouver,
and Winnipeg are left to fight it out
for the other playoff spots.
The past few championships
have shown that the team with the
most consistent goaltending and the
most consistent offensive players
will win the Stanley Cup. The past
four years have had the Islanders
win, but they may be suffering
from the same syndrome the V.S.
Olympic Hockey team suffered
from this year, that" is, expectations
each player practiced reading and
reacting to the different signs.
As practice came towards its end,
each player took battina practice.
As the players took their cuts, balls
flew off the walls and also into the
gym balcony. This was a lesson in
survival as the balls reached the
players quickly.
After batting practice ·the session
had reached its end. It was no
longer Saturday morning, but, in-
stead, Saturday afternoon. The
team had completed one more ses-
sion of practice and came closer to
opening day, March 31. On that
day the stakes will be for real and
the game will be played on the field
and not in the gymnasium.
This season will be the make or
break year for General Manager
Frank Cashen. After four years and
three managers the Mets have been
extremely inept. Thus veterans like
Hernandez, Orosco, and Foster,
along with youngsters like
Strawberry, Darling, and Gooden
must fulfill the promise that is at-
tributed to them.
It states here that the young
pitching staff will surprise their
competition and have an impressive
season. In a division with no one
dominant team the Mets should
have some success in 1984. The
Mets will surprise and come in third
place.
never fit into the team's future
plans. The success of the team will
rest on the shoulders of Walt Ter-
rell, Ron Darling, Tim Leary, Sid
Fernandez, and Dwight Gooden,
the all-time minor-league strikeout
king. With super reliever Jesse
Orosco, Doug Sisk, and Dick
Tidrow in the bullpen, the Mets
should be formidable in the late in-
nings.
De 1984 Bane" States.....
players paired off and rolled
groundballs back and forth to each
other. Here they worked on reac-
tions and lateral movement, their
stamina being tested.
In the next exercise the con-
finements of the gymnasium came
into play. This was because Laddo-
mada hit ground balls to each
player. In the closed quarters of the
gym the ball came quickly upon the
player, sometimes placing him in a
precarious position.
Although physical skills are a
vital part of the game, thinking is
also important. This was evident
when Laddomada spent approx-
imately one-half hour on the team's
signs. This included a sign drill as
Tidewater last May 6 Strawberry
has electrified the Shea crowd. On-
ly great things are ahead for Straw-
berry.
The Met infield is set at first base
with Keith Hernandez, and at third
base with Hubie Brooks. However,
the Mets have their problems up the
middle at second base and short-
stop. The defensively strong
tandem of Brian Giles at second
and Jose Oquendo at short would
undoubtedly save the Mets many
runs. However, their hitting is
questionable. The offense-minded
tandem of Wally Backman and
Ron Gardenhire would probably
drive in more runs but also would
commit more errors. Johnson's
best bet would be to play Backman
at second and the slick fielding
Oquendo at short.
Without a doubt the Mets biggest
problem is at catcher. John Stearns
who hasn't played for a season and
a half because of a torn rotator cuff
will most likely never be able to
catch .again. Meanwhile the Mets
are stuck with Junior Ortiz and
Ron Hodges both who are not first
rate catchers. Minor league
phenom John Gibbons has im-
pressed in spring training but would
be hard-pressed to make the team.
Thus the Mets are left without a
first-string catcher for a second
straight season. This is a problem
that can be placed at the door of
General Manager Frank Cashen.
When it comes to pitching the
Mets have an inexperienced but
highly talented staff. The loss of
Tom Seaver will hurt, but Seaver
New York Mets 1984 Prediction
By Michael Lashinsky .
By Michael Lashinsky
On a Saturday morning in
March, the toughest decision mo~t
Baruch students have to make IS
whether to put cream cheese on
their bagels. However, the Baruch
baseball team doesn't have to make
this decision because by ten o'clock
the team -is in the gym preparing for
the 1984 season.
Saturday morning is indeed an
odd day for practice. This oddity is
probably matched only by practic-
ing in the gymnasium. However,
because of weather restrictions the
team must utilize the gymnasium
instead of a field.
The contrast between practicing
inside or outside is indeed a stark
one. However, in preparing for the
season which begins on March 31,
time is of the essence.
If there was any doubt in the
players' minds about how strenu-
ous practice would be, that thought
would be erased. The session was
indeed fast-paced. Stretching exer-
cises were the first order of the dav
as pitcher Chris Austin. decked out
ina red Baruch sweatshirt, led the
team in drills. This process was
apparently tedious but nevertheless
necessary.
After stretching exercises, run-
ning was the next drill. This was
running from one end of the gym to
the other, both forwards and
backwards. This took its toll on a
few players although none of them
quit. As Coach Pete Laddornada
and Assistant Coach John Krochak
barked out encouragement the
players were prodded to continue.
The pace was kept steady as
At the end of the 1983 baseball
season New York Mets fans once
again uttered the obligatory cliche
"wait till next season." Well, last
season is now this season and on
April 2 the Mets will open up
against the Cincinnati Reds. Here is
an analysis of the Mets and their
chances for the 1984 season.
There will be many changes at
Shea this year, the most obvious
one being the new manager Dave
Johnson. Johnson, the former sec-
ond baseman for the Orioles,
Braves, and Phillies, has been ex-
tremely brash in his predictions for
the season. Considering the dearth
of success the team has had in the
last ten years it is hardly likely that
the young cocky manager could
hurt the team.
The Mets outfield is one of the
few areas where everything is set. In
left field is George Foster, who is
coming off a decent year with 28
home runs and 9O-plus runs batted
in. Since signing his ten-million-
dollar contract Foster has been a
disappointment to Met fans.
However, at age 35 it is unlikely
that he will reproduce his 50-plus
home run season he had with the
Reds. In centerfield will be one of
the nicest players in baseball,
Mookie Wilson. Wilson should be
expected to field his position im-
pressively while cutting down on his
strikeouts. The crown jewel of the
outer garden will be rightfielder
Darryl Strawberry, the 1983 Rookie
of the Year. Since coming up from
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